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This study is not intended to be a comprehensive researcn
into every aspect of problems confronting the cosmetic business
in Hong Kong, but it is an attempt of the writer to initiate an
objective investigation in this area. It is also carried out
with a hope that general nature of cosmetic industry may be re-
vealed to the readers, and feasible marketing strategies struc-
tured with reference to the empirical findings of the research
can be introduced to marketing people of the ten selected brands
of cosmetics. Complex consuming behaviours of cosmetic users are
analyzed in the study, and sales potentials of cosmetic business
in the near future are also estimated.
A sample of eighty respondents covering people of eight
different occupations was selected by stratified sampling tech-
nique for personal interviews, and data were collected with the
help of a standardized questionnaire. Data got in this way were
coded into FORTRAN IV Language and fed into the computer to create
a data file. Computer packages of MARC and MTAB- CROSS TABULAT-
ION were used in data processing. MARC was used to clear and
check possible errors in the data, while MTAB- CROSS TABULATION
was employed to find the-relationships between significant variables
It is found in the study that cosmetic business is a profit-
able business in Hong Kong. However, it has keen competition, and
the success of marketing people in this business depends greatly on
their efforts and creative powers in structuring as well as imple-
menting sound marketing strategies to meet the needs of changing
business environment. Product differentiation and market segmen-
tation policies seem to be their ways to meet the challenges.
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1.1 Objectives of the Stuay
This study is not intended to be a comprehensive researcxi
into every aspect of problems confronting the cosmetic business in
Hong Kong, but it is an attempt to initiate an organized and objective
investigation in this area. It is also carried out with other
oblectives stated below:
I. To arouse the attention of the public to this prox izaa.ie
business- Hong Kong is an excellent consumer market for cosmetics.
It has large population and high level of domestic income. However,
up to this moment, this business( not the commodity sold in this
business) is still strange to the people of Hong Kong. There are
no systematic and off ical records of this business and it is always
neglected by local businessmen in their investments.
2. To make an objective analysis of this business MarKeting
people of this business usually structure their promotional strategies
in a primitive way. They often set up plans based on the reports of
their sales forces, their conversation with retailers, or some pre-
liminary studies on well acquainted customers, who are loyal to
their brands. They rely very much on their experience, intuition
and personal judgement in their decisions. Their strategies may
often be too subjective to give good results.
-i_ To reflect and estimate the market potentials of some
common brands of cosmetics The researcn is carriea out to reveal
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the consuming patterns of cosmetic users on certain brands of
cosmetics and their reactions towards the promotional strategies
of these brands. With a careful analysis of the data collected in
the research, it is hoped that the-market potentials of these brands
in Hong Kong may be reflected and estimated.
To suggest feasible promotional strategies to marketing
people of these brands for reference An attempt z o structure some
possible promotional strategies is made in the concluding chapters
with reference to the empirical findings got in the research. These
strategies are recommended to marketing people of these brands in
their sales -promotion.
5. To contribute to the accumulation of knowledge in the
study of consumer behaviour- Cosmetics like other fashion goods
have short product life cycle and complex consuming patterns. It
needs special perspective, discipline and approach in the study.
It is hoped that any idea, knowledge and statement generated from
the findings of the research may be applied to the study of consumer
behavior on other fashion goods.
1.2 Scone of the Studv
The brands selected in the research are Christian Dior, Coty,
Faberge, Avon, Revlon, Mary Quant, Yardley, Shiseido, Fanbo, and
Maxam/Budlet, and the commodities covered in the study consist of
Perfume, Cologne, Lipstick, Nail Polish, Rouges, Face Powder,
Foundation Creams and Eye Make-Up. These ten brands are produced
by six main countries, including France, United States of America,
United Kingdom, Japan, Hong Kong and China. They carry out different
strategies in quality, packaging, advertising, pricing and
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merchandising promotions. They capture different sizes of market
share, and are welcome by customers with different degrees of
preference.
This study will examine the life styles, tastes, buying
powers, consuming patterns of the customers and their reactions
towards the promotional strategies of these brands. It will also
evaluate the competitive powers and market potentials of these brands.
1.3 Methodology of the Study
Collection of data
Primary and secondary data were required in the research,
and they were collected in two different ways:
1. Primary data: Primary data were collected through inter-
views with the help of a standardized questionnaire. Twelve inter-
viewers1 were sent out to visit cosmetic users of different occu-
pations, and questionnaires were filled out during the interviews.
2. Secondary data: Secondary data were secured mainly
through library research. Publications and statistics of the
government, reports and studies of private business organizations,
journals, papers, magazines and issues of academic and professional
associations were checked and utilized. Letters were also sent to
the manufacturers and distributors to ask for information and advice
(See Appendix E) Moreover, the writer had a personal interview with
a sales representative in this cosmetic business.
1These interviewers are classmates and friends of the writer.
They are university graduates and post-secondary students. They have
been informed of the aims of the research, the meanings of the ques-
tionnaire and the steps in interviewing. They can clarify mislead-
ing concepts, guide conversations and tap responses in the interviews.
5His questionnaire set up for pilot tests on three cosmetic users
was primarily based on the results of this interview as well as
on the relevant secondary data.
Design of questionnaire
The questionnaire used in pilot test was then restructured
and modified. Its final form consisted of three main sections. The
first section dealt with a general description of the needs, tastes,
purchasing powers and consuming patterns of cosmetic users. The
second section reviewed the perception, idea, attitude and preference
of the users towards the strategies of marketing people of different
brands on quality, packaging, advertising, pricing and merchandising
promotions. The third section was a reference section. It helped
classification of life styles, personality and orientations of the
respondents. It offered supplementary data to the study of other
sections. Questions set in the questionnaire were closed-end.
However, the respondents were free to put their alternative answers
in a special item called others.
Sampling Technique
A sample of 80 respondents was selected by stratified
sampling technique and this technique was used for the following
reasons:
1. Stratified sampling technique selects respondents from
different occupations and various age groups- The sample is
selected based on a set of criteria. It covers people of different
backgrounds.
2. It costs less and still can do a fairly good job- The
sample can be pooled up easily by this technique. It does not cost
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much in time, money and effort and still can proauce iairsy
si,nificant and accurate results.
3. It is easy to work with and commonly adopted by
researchers in consumer studies- Many marketing people believe
that the quality of one's study depends very much on good execution
rather than sophistication of one's research technique l.
The sample of the research was selected from people of
different occupations, including Professionals, Business Executives,
Clerks, Sales girls, Service Workers, Factory Workers, Housewives
and Students. and covered a wide age range from 15 to 50.
Data analysis-: method and approach
Data secured in the research were coded into FORTRAN IV
language and fed into the computer to create a data file. Computer
packages of MARC and MTAB-CROSS TABULATION were used in data
processing. MARC was used to clear and check possible errors in
the data, while MTAB-CROSS TABULATION was employed to find the
ercentaize relationships between significant variables.
It was an internal logic of the approach used in data anal-
ysis to follow three main steps: the preliminary study, the follow-
up study and the intensive study. A preliminary study was carried
out to give general description of the characteristics of the sample
and make creative suggestion of ideas and ways to analyse the asso-
ciated variables. A follow-up study was a purposive study. It was
carried out specially on those areas which contributed greatly to
1Although cost and benefit analysis suggest the adoption of
stratified sampling technique in the research, any probable defaults
associated with this technique should not be overlooked. Data got
from the respondents are processed with care and any bias and mis-
leading factor likely to occur in the research are structured out
with analytical techniques.
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the formulation of knowledge and idea. Unassociatea variables were
grouped and related for purposive analysis in this part. Spurious
relation was common in relationship study with many confronting
factors, so intensive study with filters was designed to tackle with
this problem, and results produced in this intensive part were
supplementary as well as complementary to that found in the previous
studies.
All findings generated by the three studies were grouped and
summarized. They were presented in table forms, and attached to
various sections of the thesis to act as reference materials in
supporting ideas and statements of the writer.
1.4 Limitations of the Studv
Limitations of the study may be summarized in the following
lines:
1. Its sample size is small.- It consists of 60 respondents
only. Its sample size may be too small to produce significant results.
2. Its stratified sampling technique may not be a random
sampling technique.- The sample is pooled up by stratified sampling
technique. Respondents are interviewed deliberately by interviewers
based on some guide-lines. They are not randomly selected and may
give biased results.
3. Its employment ratios do not match with that of census
data.- The sample covers eight occupations. However, the employment
ratios do not match very well with the population census data. Respon-
dents of different occupations may not be selected in the right pro-
portions.
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Although the study has some limitations, it is still worth-
while to carry it out for the following reasons:
1. The quality of the response is good.- Respondents show
enthusiasm in the study. They are very cooperative in the interview.
Out of the 85 questionnaires sent out, 83 of them are returned. Eight3
of them are well completed. Some of them are even attached with com-
ments and words of the respondents.
2. The result may reflect the trend.- Although the sample
is small and may not be very representative, it can still reflect, to
some extent, the consuming patterns of cosmetic users, their priority
of preference on different brands of cosmetics, and the possible trend
of cosmetic consumption in the near future.
3. Filtering technique is used in data analysis to deal with
spurious relations.- Filters are used in data analysis to take care
of the confounding effects of unwanted variables commonly found in
relationship study. They help to improve the quality of the findings
and solve the problems of spurious relations.
92.0 NATURE AND PRESENT SITUATION
OF COSMETIC INDUSTRY
2.1 History of Cosmetics
There is an old saying in China. A girl adorns for her
own adorer. Beauty loving is a human nature. It means more than
just keep clean. It reflects one's desire to improve oneself.
The present use of dyes by primitive tribes in Africa, Sumatra and
mountain areas of the Phillipine reflects this basic need and gives
evidence of a person's desire for cosmetics. Cosmetics is part of
human life. It is a way to keep clean and cover unpleasant body
smell, a method to frighten enemies in war, an asset to attract
opposite sex, a symbol for class and status, and a chance to satisfy
self-expression, innovation and fulfillment needs. These needs, in
Maslow's term, are high level human needs l. This is true to eastern
countries and western societies.
The origins of cosmetics are lost in the mists of antiquity.
It is probable that they originated in the East, the earliest records
and examples being from Egypt and China. Egyptian kings and queens
of the Thinite and subsequent dynasties were recorded to be buried
in luxurious tombs in which food, drink, clothes, aromatics and
many other comforts were placed for the journey of the deceased
Primitive people use cosmetics in war to show their
bravery and courage, in mating period to express their desire for
the opposite sex, in peace to indicate their creativity in artistic
design and in social class distinction to distinguish the status
between warriors and slaves, leaders and tribesmen, married members
and single persons. They paint different structures and figures
with dyes of different colours on their faces and body. Perhaps
this is the early stage for the development of cosmetics
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into the next world. The British Museum has a good collection of
beautifully carved unguent vases in alabaster, dated as early as
3,500 B.C. and ivory aromatics containers from the tomb of Tutan-
karnen (about 1,350 B.C.). The later container even contained some
quantities of aromatics, which were said to be elusively fragrant
when opened in 1922.
Cosmetics were also widely used in the life of the early
Chinese. It was recorded in the Chow Lai
周 禮 , publication of
Chow Dynesty at about 800 B.C.) that women applied fine rice powder
to their faces. Yam Yum ( 顏 淵 ) in his explanation on Chi Chow Pan
( 急 就 篇 ) further illustrated the existence of eye shadow powder,
rouges, face powder, paste, cream and lotion in ladies' make up.
The author of Ching Kwok Check 戰 國 策 楚 策 about 300 B.C.) also
had good description of the life of early ladies. It was stated
that girls of Cheng and Chow (names of countries at about 500 B.C.)
with black ointment on their eyelids and white powder on their faces
welcomed visitors at the doorways l.
1Chi Hoi (May edition Taiwan: China Publishing Associa-
tion, 1971), P. 40-41.
Chi Hoi is a dictionary of the sources and meanings of
Chinese words. It is written in Chinese. Three quotations are
taken out from it and translated into English by the writers.
These three quotations state the early adoption of cosmetics by
Chinese ladies, and their original forms are as follows:
周 禮 : ┌ 饋 食 有 粉 □ ， 米 粉 也 ， 古 傳 面 亦 用 米 粉 。 ┘
急 就 篇 ： ┌ 芬 薰 脂 粉 膏 澤 筒 。 ┘ 須 淵 注 ： ┌ 粉 謂 鉛 粉 及 米 粉 。 ┘
司 農 則 認 為 ： ┌ 粉 資 者 ， 屑 也 。 ┘
戰 國 策 楚 策 ： ┌ 彼 鄭 、 周 之 女 ， 粉 白 墨 墨 ， 立 於 衢 閭 。 ┘
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Cosmetics used at that time were made mainly from natural
products. In Egypt, henna was used by ladies for colouring finger
nails. Whilte lead (lead oxide) and chalk (calcuim carbonate) were
used as face powders. Iron oxide (ferric oxide) was used as rouges.
Fine.lead powder pasted with olive oil was used as eye make-up.
Colour chalk was used as lipstick. Thyme, origanum, myrrh, frankin-
cense and spikenard mixed with sesame oil, almond oil or olive oil
were applied as perfume.
Similiar situations were found in China. Early Chinese
ladies used black lead and iron powder as eye make up, mixed rice
and bean powder with red pigment to powder their faces and took juice
from roP flower toaint their nails.
Since then, cosmetics have been widely accepted and used by
people of different races and status for centuries, but they were not
manufactured on an industrial scale until the time of Napoleon I.
At that time, cologne and other cosmetics were used daily by emperor,
nobles and rich people. In order to meet their needs, cosmetics
were produced in a large scale for the first time.
Natural packagings, in the forms of sea shells, fruit nuts
and hollow stones were commonly used at that time. At later stage,
containers made from alabaster, glass, ivory, wood, onyx and porphyr3
were also produced. These were luxurious and attractive packagings
of that period.
2.2 General Nature afthe Business
A business without recorded information
If you were a businessman for foreign country and would like
to explore the cosmetic market of Hong Kong, you will be surprised
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to find out that there is no well structured and detail research
work in this area. If you go to the governmental organizations
like Commerce and Industry Department, the semi-governmental
organizations like Hong Kong Traae Development Council, Productivity
Centre and Hong Kong Export Credit Insurance Corporation, the private
organiations like Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce and The
Chin=:se Manufacturers' Association of Hong Kong and ask for
information about the size of cosmetic market, the widely adopted
distribution channels, the buying power of consumers and the
consuming patterns of cosmetic users, their answer would be'' no.
They cannot give you detail information of the business for there
are no official studies in the cosmetic industry of Hong Kong.
.'Perhaps some of them may satisfy your curiosity by giving you a
name list of local cosmetic manuacturers and some fragmentary and
unrelated governmental records of the Census and Statistics Depart-
ment on its trade,. establishments and employment situations. You
cannot get more.. So you have no choice but have to carry out your
own research to get more information to make your investment decision.
Marketing research is time, effort and money consuming. This may
stop some foreign investors from entering the cosmetic market of
Hong Kong.
Cosmetic industry is not one of those big industries which
earn much income to Hong Kong, and this may be one reason ..Thy it is
neglected by the government, trade promotion organizations and
businessmen. However, it is unfair to consider it as an irrelevant
business. It manufactures products, it employs workers, and it
exports, re-exports and imports. So it makes contribution to social
welfare and economic development of the society. The nature of the
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business will be further illustrated in the section below.
A business with hihross margin and keen competition
Cosmetic business is a high gross-margin business with keen
competition. Manufacturers and distributors are willing to spend
large amount of money in its packaging and advertising promotions.
This makes high total cost of the product, and narrows down net
profit margin. A lipstick, for example, costs HK$10.00 in a
department store. This retail price covers HK$2.00 for raw material
value, more than HK$4.00 for packaging, advertising and research and
development expenses, and HK$2.00 for selling and administrative
costsl. As a result, it gives a net profit before tax of less than
HK$2.00, which is less than 20% of its retail price2.
Just like ladies' dresses, cosmetics are fashion goods with
short product life cycles. Consumers are conscious of the fashion
trends. They change tastes and preferences frequently. This becomes
an opportunity as well as an restriction on the product strategy of
the manufacturers. High-frequency change in tastes and preferences
means high turnover rate of products. Consumers usually do not
finish their cosmetics first before they replace them. They are
willing to spend money on new items to keep up with fashions, so
high potential purchasing power is always there. High-frequency
change may also mean rapid obsolescence. If manufacturers cannot
1Sales and administrative costs include promotional. costs
other than packaging and advertising. They include the cost to
maintain credit facility to the distributors, the cost to hold stock
and inventory, the cost of refund and the guaranteed profit to the
contracted distributors.
2This example is based on a personal interview by the writer
with Mr. K. W. Fong, sales manager of cosmetic department, John D.
Hutchison & Co., Ltd.
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modify their product strategy and adopt to the changing neeos in
time, they may lose their business to the competitors. And if they
take steps in product modifications, this may mean high set-up and
production costs to them. So the manufacturers face a dilemma, and
there are no established golden rules for its solution. Nevertheless,
their ultimate success may depend on their effort and innovation in
forming highly dynamic and flexible policies relevant to the require-
ments of the situation.
2.3 Local Cosmetic Industry
Establishment and employment
The number of registered and recorded establishments or
cosmetic industry in Hong Kong has a. 66.67% increase in ten years
(from 1965-1974)* But as reflected by this number of establishments
and their total employment of workers, cosmetic industry is still a
small industry in Hong Kong (See Table 2.1 and Table 2.2). Most of
the products manufactured in this industry are for exports, and less
than 10% of them is for local consumption. This low local consump-
tion may be due to the sophistication of Hong Kong ladies on quality
evaluation of cosmetics. Hong Kong manufacturers produce low price
cosmetics with fair quality for citizens of South-East Asian Countries,
people of Middle East and consumers of Pacific Islands. People of
these countries prefer low-price-fair-quality products. They differ
from Hong Kong ladies who are willing to spend more on high quality
products. Manufacturers in foreign countries like France, United
States of America, Japan and United Kingdom produce high quality
cosmetics. They meet the needs of Hong Kong ladies. Although they
set their prices a little bit high, they still can capture great
market shares in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 2.l
NUMBER OF REGISTERED AND RECORDED ESTABLISHMENTS AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
IN PRODUCTION SECTION OF COSMETIC INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG, 1964- 1975
Year
1975196 8 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 19741964 1965 1966 1967
Nature of
Manufacturer
4 88 8810443 7Cosmetics 55
Perfume and 22222 2221111
related products
Total No. of
4 101012 1010666 96 5
EstablishmentE
232235229250 242254201 238170 196197Total Employment 178




NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
IN DIFFERENT SECTORS OF COSMETIC INDUSTRY, 1975





Wholesale & 32 1218930
Retail










715 1,722229Grand Total 1,010
Sources: aLabour Department, Annual De artmental Reports, 1975
(Hong Kona: Government Printer, 1975
b Census and Statistics Department, Wholesale and Retail
Trade Statistics Section, Employment in the Wholesale
and Retail Trades, 1975( Hong Kong: Government
Printer, 1975
Remarks: 1. Distribution outlets carry cosmetics, toilet
preparations and cleaning materials.
2. Two hundred and thirty two workers are employed
in production sector and 1493 persons work in the
distribution sector. As a whole, this industry
offers 1,722 jobs to the labour market of Hong
Kong.
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Distribution Channels: Imported and local
made brands of cosmetics
A distribution channel helps bringing commodity from manu-
facturer to customer for consumption. A satisfactory commodity
developed by a manufacturer provides form utility (in economist's
term) only. It has little value to the consumer unless it is com-
bined with time and place utility to permit possession and consump-
tion utility. A distribution system helps to bridge this gap, and




DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS FOR COSMETICS
1. Distribution Channels which favour Resale Price maintenance
(A) Form:












1For additional reference, please see Jertro Marketing Series
4 on Planning for Distribution in Japan. This book was printed by
Japan External Trade Organization in 1972.
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by Manufacturer or through
its Sales Company. This
forms of distribution is














Brands: Germaine Monteil, Yardley, Max Factor, Shiseido, Avon,
Maxam/Budlet and French Brands.
1Amway is a brand newly promoted in Hong Kong and exclusively
uses this method of distribution. It is able to finance a great team
of salesmen with low cost. This enables Amway to keep a wide and.
cheap distribution network and charge an attractive price in competi-
tion. Avon's door-to-door direct sales is successful, in United States
It plans to use similar, selling technique in Hong Kong.
2Most of the imported brands of cosmetics use this type of
distribution. Many of them capture great market shares in Hong Kong,
so this type of distribution is the most important one.
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Remark: Not very appropriate in Hong Kong
Forms of distribution system are classified according to
their natures and functions. The first two forms( Resale Price
Maintenance form and Door-to-Door Direct Sales form) are financed
and managed directly by the manufacturer. They have an advantage of
maintaining standard resale price easily. The third form is appro-
priate to the foreign manufacturer who launches his products in Hong
Kong. A local sole agent is assigned as a member in his distribution
system. This agent helps to promote and distribute the products in
local market. The fourth form of distribution channel is suitable
for sales promotion in big and geographically dispersed market. Hong
Kong is a small place with great population concentration, so this
channel is not very appropriate.
2.4 Import, Export and Re-export
Trade of Cosmetics
Import Trade
Hong Kong imports much of her cosmetics from United States
of America, Netherlands, France, United Kingdom, Japan, Australia,
Italy, Taiwan and China.
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Exporters of these countries enjoy tree traae wizn nong
Kong. They face no great restriction or barrier in the trade.
In clearing customs, all they have to do are to pay some low tax
on products with alcoholic ingredients and to certify their strict
control of lead content, which is poisonous in cosmetics.
Among the imported products, many of them are famous brands
like Christian Dior, Coty, Avon, Max Factor, Revlon, Dubarry,
Elizabeth Arden, Mary Quant and Shiseido. They are welcome by
customers, and enjoy good market shares in Hong Kong. (See Table
2.3)
Import values of cosmetics showed a steady increase from
1965 to 1974. They grew in an average annual rate of 41.9%, and
were great in dollar amount.
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4,1+9722,107.2 2.233.1 3,30c31,616.5 1.714.4 1,68,2(Lipstick
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Toilet i+8.18o,, 1-7,580.1 119,022.7 23,5+7159+O20,322,3 12,496.5 1 16, 02714,562.5 117,265.7Prepara-
tions
Total Im- 98, 0945121.846 27, 229, 127,382.1 39,213.2 1 ko, 409.5 11+5,694.6 158.225.6 171,476X18,903.1port Value
Source: Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kon Trade Statistics: Imports, Ex orts and
Re-exports, 1965- 1974( Hong Kong: Government Printer
Remark: Government revised its classification scheme in 1968 to include lipstick and rouge
Face Powder/ Foundation Creams items. This scheme give more precise and better
organized information on trading values.
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Export and Re-export Trade
Hong Kong exports and re-exports her cosmetics to many
countries all over the world. They include Central, North and
South American countries, Middle-East countries, Asian countries,
Australia and Oceania regions and other commonwealth countries.
Out of them, Australia, West Indias( French and Netherlands),
Haiti, Japan, Indonesia, Malaya and Singapore are the major trading
partners. They have increasing demands on exports and re-exports
of Hong Kong. (See Table 2.4 & 2.5)
Export and re-export values had great increases during this
period. They made average annual increases of 16.08% and 117.1%
respectively. However, they did not show steady-increase growing
patterns like import values. They fluctuated in values before 1970,
but showed gradual increases in the 1970's.
Deficits of Trade
Hong Kong imported more cosmetics than it exported and
re-exported. It made trade deficits during this period.
The amounts of trade deficits showed slow increases before
1970, but made rapid changes in the recent years. As a result, the
trade deficits made an average annual growth rate of 35.65%.
( See Figure 2.2)
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Toilet 626.1275.8300.8 370.3 1,317.8518.41,402,6 1,536.5 307.11,625.7Preparat-
ions
Total Ex-
2,092.2 3,3k1.1 =3.155.31.708.8 1,885.5 2,112.8 3,030.7 12,382.61,900 4,955.8port Value
Source: Census and Statistics Department, Hong,--Kong Trade Statistics: imports, nx orts ana
Re-exports, 1965- 1974( Hong Kong: Government Printer
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4,481.7 5,937.6 9,492.2 9,59.61,949.9 2,731.6 5.907.8 3,729.6Perfumery 549.3533.4
818.9849.1754.5379.812782.7 72.4Lipstick
Rouge, Face




Toilet 2,803.4 7,184.6 11,679.51,4491,2661,882.8 735.2 1,151.51,371.9 1,211.9
Preparat-
ions
Total Re 20,058.4 24,217.610,4454.165.2 7,601.9 6.638.4 7.449.21.761.2 3,832.71,905.3
export Value
Source: Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statisties; Imports, Exports and
Re-exports, 1965- 1974 (Hong Kong: Government Printer)
FIGURE 2,2
IMPORTS, EXPORTS, RE-EXPORTS TRADE DEFICITS
















1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74
EXPORT
YEAR
Remark; Source and details are given in A.ppendix A,
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2.5 Local Consumption of Cosmetics
Cosmetic consumers use imported and local made products.
Their consumption is reflected by the values of money they would
like to spend on these two items. Net import value( Imported value
-- Re-export value) may indicate the amount of money they would like
to spend on imported product9 while l0co of the export value may be
a good estimate of their consumption on local made products' s
Local consumption on cosmetics had been greatly increased
in the past ten years. It made an average groTrth rate of 3 3.27x.
Gross Domestic Product per Capita is a good indicator of
living standard and buying power of cosmetic consumers. It made an
increase of 58.13% in ten years time. If this number is plotted
with the estimated value of local consumption on cosmetics, both
of them show gradual increases in values.( See Figure 2.3)
This may reflect the existence of a close relationship between
high living standard( also high buying power) and great cosmetic
consumption. Of course, there are many other possible factors, like
population size and age structure, that may influence the degree of
consumption on cosmetics. They will be studied later in the section
of Market Potential and Sales Forecast of the thesis.
1No accurate statistics of consumption on local products
are available. Actually, Cher are various kinds of cosmetics
produced by different manufacturers. But no official or private
organization has ever made effort in recording data of local
production and domestic consumption on cosmetics.
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FIGURE 2.3
ESTIMATED LOCAL CONSUMPTION OF COSMETICS
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3.0 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
COSMETIC CONSUMERS
3.1 Democraphic Natures
Eighty females were interviewed in the research. All of
them are cosmetic users, and their characteristics can be general-
ized in the following paragraphs:
Occupation
These eighty respondents come from different occupations,
including professionals, business executives1, clerks, salesgirls,
service workers, factory workers, housewives and students. The
number of respondents in each occupation and the proportion of
Pnnh ncnunation within the sample are stated in Table 3.1
1Business executives include administrative, executive and
managerial staff in governmental, industrial commercial and service
sectors. Classification of other occupations like Business execu-
tives follow closely the International Standard Classification of
Occupation laid down by the International Labour Office.
( See Appendix C)
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TABLE 3.l












Clerical workers are the largest group in the sample. They
together with professionals, business executives and students are
the most cooperative groups in the research. They show great
interest and enthusiasm in answering the questions. Salesgirls,
service workers, factory workers and housewives are comparatively
more difficult to contact. They are comparatively less educated
and more difficult to be convinced of the importance and significance
of consumer research.
Age
Seventy-five percent of the respondents have ages between













If the composition in age is further broken down as in
Table 3.3, it gives an interesting result. Service workers and
students are two occupations of youngest ages. They constitute
33.3% and 42.9% respectively of the 15-19 age-group. On the other
hand, housewives is the eldest age-group. 75% of respondents with
this occupation are in the 30-50 age-group. Other occupations back
up the dominant part. They are in the 20-29 age-group.
TABLE 3.3
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND
AGE OF THE RESPONDENTS
Percentage of RespondentsDominant
Occupation












Eighty percent of respondents in the sample are single
girls. (See Table 3.4). This marital status( status of being
single) is common among other seven occupations besides house-
wives.( See Table 3.5)
TABLE 3.4

























A majority of respondents (90%) receive secondary and higher
education, and among them 50% have secondary education, 16.2% have
post-secondary education, 22.5% receive university/college education
and only 1.3% have post-graduate level of education. The remaining
10% of respondents receive primary education only, and their common
occupations are salesgirls, factory workers and housewives. (See
Table 3.6) In the sample, professionals, business executives and
students are three groups of people with highest levels of education.
Many of them receive university, college and post-secondary education.
Clerks and service workers also receive good education. They usually
have secondary or post-secondary education.
Secondary and Post-secondary level of education are two
common levels of education in the study. Respondents with secondary
or post-secondary level of education constitute 66.2% of the sample.
So these two levels of education are the most representative levels
of education in the research.
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TABLE 3.6
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND LEVEL OF
EDUCATION OF THE RESPONDENTS
PostPost University









01k.3 14.321.4Factory Workers 50
025025 50Housewives
42.9 14.242.9 00Students
Percentace in 1.322.516.210 50
the sample




Nearly half of the respondents (43.7%) live in self-owned
flats. Another 38.8% of them live in rented flats, and the
remaining 17.5% live in rented rooms, low cost housing and resettle-
ment estates. No one lives in the resited area. So self-owned flat
and rented flat are the two main types of housing in the research.
( See Table 3.7)
TABLE 3.7
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND TYPE OF
HOUSING LIVE IN BY THE RESPONDENTS








0 0Service Workers 33.3 33.433.3
14.3 14.3 14.3 7.1Factorv Workers 50
0 025Housewives 75
C 0026.6Students 71.4
Percentage in 2.58086.243.7 36•b
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Monthly incomes reported by the respondents are tabulated
in Table 3.8. This table indicates dominant income ranges and
degrees of variation in income levels for different occupations.
Clerks and service workers show greater variations in income.
However, their dominant values can easily be revealed. They are shown
in Table 3.9 together with the dominant values of other occupations.
Representative monthly income of each occupation is also found by
an average calculation based on the data reported in Table 3.8.
TABLE 3.8
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND MONTHLY INCOME
OF THE RESPONDENTS
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Percentage of Respondents fall intoRemark:
particular Monthly income Kange
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TABLE 3.9
REPRESENTATIVE MONTHLY INCOMES FOR DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS
Percentage of
Average






s 801-41000 760Salesgirls 50
$ 6o1-$ 8ooService workers 90033.3
9 601-9 800Factory workers 72057.1
92001-$3000 75Housewives $2.750
25085.7Less than 3300Students
1. Average (Mean) figure is calculated based on theRemarks:
following formula:
Average (Mean
Middle value of a class intervalWhere R
Class frequencyF
The i th class interval1
Total number of respondents includedN
The same technique will be applied to other variables in
average (Mean) calculation.
2. Total amount of money a housewife receives from family





Cosmetic users interviewed in the research use cosmetics
in different amounts. Some of them use one to two cosmetic items.
They are light users. Some of them use three to four cosmetic
items. They are medium (normal) users. The others use many
cosmetic items (as many as five to seven items) and are heavy
users. Table 3.10 gives a classification of the respondents with
reference to their degrees of consumption on cosmetics. Out of the
eighty respondents, 66.3% are heavy users, 26.2% are medium (normal)
users and the remaining 7.5% are light users. Heavy consumption is
common among the respondents and heavy users may be found in each
occupation. This reflects the willingness of Hong Kong ladies to
spend a great amount of money on cosmetics.
TABLE 3.10
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND
DEGREE OF CONSUMPTION ON COSMETICS
HeavyMediumLihtDegree of

















Nearly half of the respondents (46.3%) reported in the
research that they have spent 1% of their salary on cosmetics.
Another 35% of respondents said that they would like to spend 2-5%
of salary on them. These two groups constitute 81.3% of the sample.
They constitute the dominant group of the sample, and their percentage
of expenditure on cosmetics are representative in the study. If
details of Table 3.11 are studied closely, dominant ranges of expen-
diture and their average values for people of different occupations
can be found out.
TABLE 3.11
EXPENDITURES OF THE RESPONDENTS ON COSMETICS
Percentage ofNumber ofExpenditure on
RespondentsRespondentsCosmetics
46.31% of salary 37
28 352-5% of salary
15126-10% of salary
2.5211-15% of salary













Professionals 2.95% of salary2:-5% of salary 50
Business
3.75% of salary1% of salary 50
Executive
3.55% of salary1% of salaryClerks 45
5.33% of salary16-10% of salarySalesgirls 50
1% of salary 3.33% of salary66.7Service Workers
2.25% of salaryFactory Workers 2-5% of salary 50
2-5% of salary 4.00% of salaryHousewives 50
Students 1.00% of salary1% of salary 71.4
1. Great variations in values are found in BusinessRemarks:
Executives, Clerks and Service workers. Their
expenditures cover wide ranges of values.
2. Respondents of same occupation are used as the bases
in calculating those percentages shown in the table.
Salesgirls, housewives and business executives are three
occupations with great expenditures on cosmetics. Clerks and
service workers also like to spend much money on them. On the
other hand, professionals and factory workers spend less than 3%
of their salaries on cosmetics, and students spend the least amount
of money on them. This may be due to the limited buying powers of
students. They are usually not economically independent.
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3.3 Life Styles and Orientations
Life Styles
1. A desire for luxurious life- Life styles of cosmetic
users are revealed in the study. Questions on daily activities
and their philosophies of life were asked. More than half of them
(53.7%) stated that they desire for luxurious and exciting life.
However, their life-styles do not necessarily resemble that of movie
or T.V. stars. A great proportion of them (67.5%) said that they do
not admire the life of movie or T.V. stars. They do like wearing
fashionable dresses (82.5% of respondents reported their appreciation
of fashionable dresses in Table 3.13). Although housewives and stu-
dents show great interest in playing majong, other occupations do not
share the same interest. A great amount of respondents (57.5%) said
that they are not interested in playing majong. Similiar situation
is found in their preference to attend formal parties. Clerks, sales-
girls, housewives and students are four groups of people with high pro-
portion of respondents who like to attend formal parties, but this is
not true to professionals, business executives, service workers and
factory workers. They do not like formal parties. In short, 51.2%
of respondents in the sample gave do-not-like response in their
answers. (See Table 3.13)
2. Like to be critical and evaluative- Ladies are believed
to be more critical than men. They are critical on small things.
If you go to a department store on Sunday, you may find ladies shop-
ping here and there. They spend hours at the counters watching
displays, selecting commodities, comparing goods with each other
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and bargaining.with the salesgirls on the prices. They enjoy
shopping. They may spend one to two hours on shopping without
buying a thing, or they may buy some things which they do not
need. If they can buy good quality commodities with low prices,
they feel proud of their own selections. They are happy and
satisfied, if they can buy top fashioned and cheap products. They
like to talk about fashions and are willing to share their shopping
experiences with their friends. Shopping for them is not only a
way to spend time it is also a chance to make evaluations and show
their selective powers.
These statements can be generalized in the research. When
they were asked whether they had excess free time which they did not
know how to spend, a great number of them (63.7%) said that they
were busy. They had their own work to do. When they were asked
whether they enjoyed shopping, nearly all of them (90%) gave yes
answers. They admitted that they enjoyed shopping, and liked to
talk with their friends about fashions. (Seventy percent of them re-
ported their interests in talking with their friends about fashion.)
They were conscious of the trends of fashions, and liked to give
their opinions, judgements and criticism on their trends.
Ladies are also evaluative. They like to make judgements.
They like to show their ideas in small things around them. Besides,
they are usually sensitive to others' evaluations, opinions, judge-
ments and criticisms on them. When they were asked who would be
more critical in their makeups, 60% of them stated that other
ladies would pay more attention to their cosmetics. (See Table 3.13)
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Orientations
A lady develops her personality in social life. (It is
also true to man). Her personality is influenced by the education
she has received, her past experience and knowledge, her relation-
ship with people and establishments around herself, and the role she
is assigned in the society. She may be an employee in a factory, a
wife of a bus-driver, a mother of three children, a follower of the
Christian church and a member of a street-corner tea club. She is
expected by the society to carry out these roles and perform the
works associated with them. Some of these roles may be complementary,
while the others may be contradictory in nature. So it may be easy
or difficult for her to fulfill her expectation. However, it is this
role, this work, this experience, this education and knowledge that
enrich her personality and regulate her perception, idea, attitude
and preference towards things happened around herself. A person
living in Africa,.who has not experienced white winter, cannot tell
the feeling of walking on snow. Similarly, a pessimistic person
will not tell something bright in the future. A lady's orientation
is her way to see the world. It influences her perception, attitude
and idea in persons or matters she encounters in daily life, and
finally may regulate her behaviour in tackling with them. So it is
a fairly good reflector of her personality.
Two questions were designed in the questionnaire to reveal
their orientations. Respondents' attitudes toward life in Hong Kong
and their ideas in future were studied. (The details are shown in
Table 3.13). Out of the eighty respondents interviewed in the study,
63.7% of them satisfy with their lives in Hong Kong and they show
great confidence in the future of Hong Kong. They are the optimistic
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TABLE 3.13
A SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS' OPINIONS ON
LIFE STYLES AND ORIENTATIONS
Responses
No IdeaNoYesQuestions
1. Do you like luxurious and exciting 2.543.853.7
life?
2. Do you admire the lif e of movie/ 67.528.8 3.7
T.V. stars?
13.8 3.782.53. Do you like wearing fashion dress?
6.2Do you like playing majong? 57.536.3
41.3 51.2 7.55. Do you like attending formal party:
6. Do you find yourself have a lot of
063.7free time you do not know how to 36.3
spend?
0109o?. Do you enjoy shopping?
8. Do you enjoy talking with your 22.5 7.570
friends about fashions?
g. Do you agree that a lady plays
26.360 113.7more attention to your make up
than a man?
0. Do you feel happy with your life 28.863.? 7.5
in Hong Kong?
11. Do you think next year is going
8.8 27.563.7to be better for you than this
year?
The number of respondents in the 8o
sample is




people in the sample. They are happy, they enjoy life, and they are
the persons who are more willing to spend much on expensive items
like cosmetics to maintain luxurious life.
Nearly one third of respondents in the sample (27.5%) give
no idea in life of future. This may be an indication of the general
sentiment of people in Hong Kong. They are puzzled at the unstable
political and economic situations of Hong Kong. They are short in
time-horizon. They emphasize on immediate success and short-term
consequence of matter only. They do not want to tell the future,
which is unpredictable to them.
3.4 Ideas in Beauty-Loving as_a -Human Nature
Respondents were asked whether they agreed with a statement
that Beauty-Loving is a nature of human being. Nearly all of them
(95%) gave a yes answer (See Table 3.14). In order to check whe-
ther the old Chinese saying a girl adorns for her own adorers is
true or not, respondents were also asked whether they felt happy
when someone admired their beauty. A majority of them (83.7%)
reported in the study that they had this pleasant feeling, and an-
other 1.3% gave no idea in their answers (See Table 3.14). The re-
maining 15% of respondents, who gave not true answer in the research,
told the writer an interesting story. This is not an easy question
to answer, they said. Whether one has this pleasant feeling or not
depends very much on the person who admires ones beauty, under what
situation and in what way. It also depends on the relationship
between one and that person. Sometimes an admiration may mean an
offence. So it is not right to give a yes response too easily.
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TABLE 3.1k
A SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS' IDEAS IN BEAUTY-LOVING
AS A HUMAN NATURE
ResponseE
INo IdeaNoYesQuestions
1. Do you agree that Beauty-Loving''
0is a human nature which is true 95 5
for lady & man?
2. Do you have pleasant feeling when
1.383.7 15
someone admires your beauty?
3. Do you feel embrassed when a young
4807 1.3man looks at you attentively as 50
you pass by on a street?
The number of respondents in the
8c
sample is
Percentage of Respondents rail into particular typeRemark:
of response.
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Respondents were also asked whether they felt embarassed
when an opposite sex looked at them attentively as they passed by
on street. Half of them (40 respondents) said that they had this
feeling, and another 48.7% (39 respondents) of them reported no
such feeling. The remaining 1.3% of them (1 respondent) gave no
idea in their answers. The difference in percentage values between
yes and no responses is small, so concrete conclusion cannot be
made easily. (See Table 3.14) However, when details of their res-
ponses are analysed, some interesting results are found. Business
executives and students are more liberal. They do not take this
ambarassing feeling seriously, and have no such feeling. Clerks and
service workers are comparatively more conservative. They have the
embarassing feeling. Moreover, it is interesting to find professional,
factory workers and housewives giving equal weightings to this two
responses. They are the neutral group in the study. (See Table 3.15)
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TABLE 3.15
















Remark: Percentages shown in the above table are calculated
with the numbers of respondents with the same occupa-
tions as the bases.
Respondents were found in the study to have shown agreement
on the idea that Beauty-Loving is a human nature. They are willing
to spend large amount of money on cosmetics. However, their motives
of consumption are not clear. Whether they use cosmetics to attract
others for their admirations or use them for some other reasons are
not known. So respondents were asked whether they believed that
cosmetics would have magic power. Out of the eighty respondents,
45% of them said yes and 48.7% said no. This finding indicates
that there are more people who use cosmetics for some realistic and
objective reasons rather than just because of their subjective be-
lief on its magic power. However, the difference in percentage is
not great, so the possibility that some people may take magic power
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as their reason of cosmetic consumption should not be neglected.
As shown in Table 3.16, clerks, factory workers and students are
the three occupations which show appreciation on the magic power of
cosmetics. They may give this reason in their consumption.
TABLE 3 .16
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OCCUPATION AND BELIEF IN
MAGIC' POWER OF COSMETICS
Percentage of
Percentage of Respon- Percentage of Respon- Respondents
dents who do not be-dents who believe inOccupation who have no
















4.0 CONSUMING PATTERNS OF COSMETIC USERS
4.1 Consuming Pattern of the First Time users
Reasons for the first purchase
Curiosity, friends' recommendation, and necessity are the
main reasons for the first-purchase. Other people also give fol-
lowing fashion trends and infulenced by advertisements as their
reasons. And it is interesting to find that two of the respondents
use cosmetics just because they are given as gifts by their friends.
Reasons for the first purchase are shown in the following table:
TABLE 4.l
REASONS FOR THE FIRST PURCHASE











Remarks: 1. Respondents may choose more than one reason in zneir
answers.
2. A low percentage of respondents taking a reason does
not indicate that this reason is not a good reason at
all. It only reflects that this reason is comparatively
not as important as the others.
3. The order of importance shown in the table is assigned
based on the values of these percentages.
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Ages for the first purcnase
First-time users begin their purchases of cosmetics at lase
teenages and early twenties. Curiosity and recommendation by other
people are the two main reasons for their purchases.
TABLE 4.2






Young cosmetic users of these ages are in the transition
period from a child to a grown up young adult. They are usually
full of fantasy. They find everything around themselves fancy and
interesting. They are willing to spend money on new and attractive
things. Their social lives have just begun. They usually concern
very much about their approachability to others. They want to be
accepted. They like to be attractive. They usually try very hard
to make their dreams come true. However, they are less experienced
in the complex situation existing around them. They rely heavily
on external media( like friends, relatives, propagandas and adver-
tisements) for guidence. In David Riesman's term, they are other-
directed. Their opinion, attitude and preference are not well
structed in this stage. They are easily persuaded by friends and
advertisements of the magic power of cosmetics in social interaction.
Cosmetic advertisements are usually promising and full of
fancy things. They satisfy young people's curiosity and imaginary
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need( such as social acceptability), and are very powerful to
attract the early adopters to their brands.
These young potential customers ahould not be neglected by
marketing men in their sales promotions. Their strategies besides
stressing on the regular buyers should also aim at these potential
customers. They should have more advertising promotions, and the
content of their advertisements must be attractive and fancy.
Places of origin of the cosmetics
Most of the respondents buy French, U.S. and Japanese
cosmetics in their first purchases. The others may buy British,
Hong Kong and Italian products, but these products are not as common
as the previous ones. During this stage, customers' attitude and
preference on certain brands of cosmetics are not stable. They may
easily shift from one brand to another. So extra promotional efforts
are needed to hold and keep customers in their brands.
TABLE 4.3
PLACES OF ORIGIN OF THE COSMETICS




42U. S. A. 51.25
8.75United Kingdom 7





4.2 Consuming Pattern of the Regular Users
Reasons for regular purchase
Taking care of the skin, beautifing the skin and giving
good complexion are the three main reasons for steady consumption
and regular purchase of cosmetics. Making acceptable to others
and appreciating pleasant smell of cosmetics are also important
reasons for some users, and giving sexual character and skin treat-
ment may also be reasons of minor importance. For other people,
they may have special reasons for using cosmetics. They may treat
make-up as an art that shows their personalities and preferences.
They may regard cosmetics as having the powers to show their social
positions, occupations and selection skills. These subjective (as
well as emotional) reasons are common among cosmetic users, so
marketing men should not neglect these subjective needs of the
customers in their production and advertising promotions.
TABLE 4.4
REASONS FOR REGULAR PURCHASE
Order ofPercentage ofNumber of
Reason ImportanceRespondentsRespondents




27.5 5Pleasant smell 22
616.213Sexual character
12.5 710Skin treatment
Art to show 81.251
personality
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Cosmetic items usually bought
Lipstick, rouge, face powder and foundation cream are four
common cosmetic items in a lady's make-up collection. Next to
them are eye make-up and perfume. Many other people also buy nail
polish and cologne, but these two items are not as common as the
previous ones. (See Table 4.5). The degrees of acceptance of
cosmetics to consumers do not reflect their functional importance
in ladies' make-up. As illustrated before, many cosmetic users
bought cosmetics not merely because of their physical functions
like taking care of body and beautifying skin but also because of
their capacity to meet the subjective needs and preferences of the
customers.
In the study, 92.5% of respondents buy more than two cosmetic
items. and many of them are heavy consumers e
TABLE 4.5











Origins and brands of cosmetics
Most of the respondents use French, U. S. and Japanese
products. However, these products do not enjoy equal footings in
evaluations made by the consumers. American cosmetics are the
commonest products. (See Table 4.6) Out of them, Revlon is the
most famous brand. Its market share in the sample study is four
times greater than that of Max Factor( another famous brand of
American cosmetics), two times greater than that of Shiseido and
five times greater than that of Christian Dior l. The latter two
brands are representative products of Japan and France. They toget-
her with Revlon, Max Factor and Fanbo2 are five brands of cosmetics
commonly used by the consumers.( See Table 4.7)
1Although these ratios are derived from the results of the
research and are ndt absolutely representative in real market situa-
tion, they may still reflect their relative positions among each
others in the market. These data are useful to the cosmetic promoters
2Fanbo is a Hong Kong product. It does not enjoy good product
image like other brands. (This will be further illustrated in the
latter sections) However, it is cheap. It is widely accepted by
factory workers and service people, who are believed to be of lower
buying powers. So it still can enjoy good market share in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 4.6
PLACES OF ORIGIN OF COSMETICS
PRESENTLY USED BY THE
RESPONDENTS
Origin Hong
France U.S.A. U. K, Japan China
KongOccupation
Professionals 3 0 2 0 05
Business
1 0 C 05Executives
Clerks 6 6 2 I 05
Salesgirls 0 02 2 2 0
Service Workers 0 8 0 I 0 0
Factory workers 1.1 315 0
4Housewives 2 1 1 0
Students 0 3 1 0 03
Total Respondents 13 15 038 7
Percentage in the






BRANDS OF COSMETICS PRESENTLY





















Average frequency of purchase is a good indicator of the
length of product life cycle for each cosmetic item. As shown in
Table 4.8, the length of product life cycle for nail polish is the
shortest. Rouge, face powder, foundation cream and eye make-up
have medium lengths, while perfume and cologne have the longest
product life cycles.
TABLE 4.8









Eye Make-up 10.02 Months
'Colozne 10.7 MonthsPerfume
Cosmetic products have comparatively shorter life cycles
than other consumer goods. Their life cycles are within one year.
These make favourable turn-over rates and good market potentials
to sales promoters of cosmetics. On the other hand, their short
product life cycles may give some restraints to the promoters,
They have to make extra efforts on production, marketing and pro-
motion planning. They have to make their policies and strategies
flexible and feasible to meet customers' changing needs.
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Outlets for the purchase
Department store and medicine company are two common out-
lets for cosmetics. Consumers usually buy their cosmetics from
the franchise counters in these two places. These counters are
parts of the store or company but they are not owned by that store
or company. They are usually established and financed by the
manufacturers, trading companies, wholesalers or retailers of cer-
tain brands of cosmetics. These manufacturers or distributors rent
some spaces from the owners of the department stores or medicine
companies based on strict rent or some percentages of the total
sales performed by the franchised outlets or a combination of the
two.
Franchise shops( and speciality stores also) are not common
in Hong Kong. The first brand, as far as the writer knows, which
use exclusively franchise shops as the distribution outlets for the
products is Fanbol. It has franchise outlets in Causeway Bay of
Hong Kong and Yaumati of Kowloon.
Avon uses direct personal selling in United States and finds
this way of selling very successful. However, it does not plan to
use this method until very recently in Hong Kong. The first brand
of cosmetics which adopts this direct selling technique is a new
brand called Amway. Amway establishes its distribution system
1Fanbo exports most of its products to South-East Asian
countries. Its retail business in Hong Kong is not very success-
ful. This will be further illustrated in the later section of the
thesis.
Revlon also has franchise shop in central district of Hong
Kong. However, it does not take this as the only effective outlet.
Its retail business in department store and medicine company is
good.
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through personal contacts of its salesmen with the customers. It
uses exclusively this way of selling in promoting its cosmetics,
kitchen durables, and other miscellaneous items. But it does not
find the system working very successfully at the present moment1.
Result got in the research also shows this situation. Out
of the eighty respondents interviewed, only two of them (2.5%)
reported that they have bought cosmetics from door-to-door sales-
girls.
TABLE 4.9
OUTLETS THROUGH WHICH RESPONDENTS
USUALLY BUY THEIR COSMETICS
Number of Percentage of Order ofOutlets
Respondents Respondents Importance
Department store 98 .E79
44Medicine company 255
Franchise shop
13 16.3 3(Speciality store)
1Supermarket 6.35
Hawker stand 4 5 5
Boutique snob 63 3.7
From door-to-door
2 2.5 7salesgirls
Remark: Respondents may choose more than one outlet in their
answers.
1Mr. Ho Yu-choi, a graduate student of The Lingnan Institute
of Business Administration, a graduate division of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, and a classmate of the writer, has his
master thesis research on the promotional strategies of Amway.
He is very generous to expose some of his findings to the writer.
The statement made here is based on the information given by
Mr. Ho.
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Occasions for using cosmetics
Respondents usually use cosmetics when they go to formal
meeting or party. They also use cosmetics when they go to work,
informal meeting or party, shopping, or have dates with their
friends. Although some people may use cosmetics when they are at
home, when they have sport, picnic and other outdoor activities
or when they go to school, these occasions are not so common as
the previous ones.( See Table 4.10)
TABLE 4. lo
OCCASIONS ON WHICH RESPONDENT USE COSMETICS
Occasion Number of Percentage of Order of
Respondents Respondents Importance
USE COSMETICS




At work 6552 3
Dates 445 56.3
Shopping 26.321 5
Sport, picnic & other
6.3 65
outdoor activities
At home 3 3.8 7
School 2 2.5 8
Other 1 1.3 9
Remark: Respondents may choose more than one occasion in their
answers.
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5.0 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF COSMETIC CONSUMERS
9.1 Brand Loyalty Versus Brand Switch:
Reason and Result
Brand loyalty and brand switch are two sides of the same
coin. They measure devotion of the customers towards their brands.
They are studied in this chapter.
Is it common to change brand?
A majority of respondents (78.7%) change brands in their
second purchases, but only 23.7% of them( out of the eighty re-
spondents) make regular changes in brands. These findings show
that people usually do not have high loyalty to the brands they
bought in their first purchases. They may change them easily. If
they do not change the brands and are familiar with some of them,
they are more likely to keep these brands when they replace their
cosmetics. A comparison of the percentages of respondents who change
brands of cosmetics in these two situations further reveal that the
respondents are 3.32 times more likely to change the brands of their
first purchases than the brands they are accustomed to use in their
replacements of cosmetics.
TABLE 5.1











Reasons for brand loyalty
Sixty one respondents are loyal to the brands they use.
They keep old brands when they replace their cosmetics. Their
reasons for brand loyalty are summarized as follows:
TABLE 5.2
REASONS FOR KEEPING OLD BRANDS
No. of Percentage of Order of
Reason
Respondents ImportanceRespondents






Famous brand 433 54.1
45.928 5Reasonable price








Good service 14.8 109
14.8 11Good packaging 9
Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with
sixty-one respondents as the base. These sixty-one
respondents keep old brands when they replace their
cosmetics.
2. Respondents may take more than one reason in answering
the question.
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Eleven reasons are given by the respondents for keeping old
brands, when they replace their cosmetics. Out of them quality
is the most important one. Every person gives this reason. This
shows that good quality is a key to success in cosmetic industry.
It should not be neglected by manufacturers and marketing people
in product promotion. As will be illustrated in the following sec-
tion, quality is also one of the main reasons for cosmetic consumers
to buy new products and use cosmetics of different brands at the same
time.
Famous brand, reasonable price, availability, more variety,
good originality, discount, free gift, good service and good pack-
aging are other reasons given by the respondents in the study.
But they are of minor importance.
On the other hand, it is interesting to find that there
are two subjective reasons highly regarded by the respondents namely
look better with the brand and simply like the brand. They con-
cern with opinions, attitudes and preferences of the respondents.
They are individualistic, and illustrate the subjective devotion
(or loyalty) of customers towards the brands they use.
Result of having brand loyalty: do not
use cosmetics of different brands at
the same time
As revealed in Figure 5.1, 61 respondents are loyal to the
brands they use, and out of them 83.61% (51 respondents) use pro-
ducts of one brand only.
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Figure 5.1
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REASONS FOR NOT USING COSMETICS OF
DIFFERENT BRANDS AT THE SAME TIME








47 92.2 3the old brand
Established habit
L.41 80.4to use the old
brand
Easily available
1 1.96 5(the old brand)
Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated
with 51 respondents who use no different brands
at the same time as the base.
2. Respondents may give more than one reason in
answering the question.
Fifty-one respondents do not use cosmetics of different
brands at the same time for the following reasons: The fears of
having bad chemical reaction and skin sensitivity are two important
reasons that keep consumers out from using cosmetics of different
brands at the same time. These fears grow out from consumers' lack
of confidence in the quality of the products of another brand, and
thus reflect the importance of quality-factor in product evaluation
of the consumers. Look better with the old brand and established
habit to use the old brand are two other reasons given by the res-
pondents of this group. But they differ in nature from the previous
reasons. They concern with personal attitudes, preferences and
habits of the consumers. They are subjective and emotional.
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Strength of brand loyalty
Respondents were asked whether they would buy new brand
products with attractive packaging. Twenty one of them (26,25/)
said they would, but the other 59 of them (73.75%) said they would
not. These fifty nine respondents were then tested of their firm-
ness of loyalty to the brands they use. They were questioned by
the interviewers whether they would change their minds to consider
the new products if they were offered discount g free gift, coupon,
lucky-draw ticket, free beauty lesson and free demonstration service
in the purchases.
A large proportion of them stated that they may change
their minds if they are offered attractive discount and free gift.
They also consider free beauty lesson, coupon, lucky-draw ticket
and free demonstration service, but these factors are not as at-
tractive as the previous two. (See Table 5.4)
The order of importance of these offerings suggests the
potentials of discount, free gift and free beauty lesson in pro-
moting sales. So they should be taken into consideration by
marketing people who launch new products in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 5.4
SPECIAL OFFERINGS THAT CHANGE
CUSTOMERS' MINDS












service (the speci- 63 3.8
fied others)
Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with
59 respondents who will not buy the new brand prod-
ucts and are tested of their loyalty as the base.
2. Respondents are exposed to more than one offering.
Reasons for brand switch
Nineteen respondents do not keep old brands when they replace
their cosmetics. The reasons for them to change their brands are
stated in Table 5.5:
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TABLE 5.5
REASONS FOR CHANGING BRANDS













Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with
19 respondents who change brands when they replace
their cosmetics as the base.
2. Respondents may give more than one reason in
answering the question.
Quality is again rated as the most important reason nor
changing brands in cosmetic replacements by the respondents. Other
important reasons include variety, price, availability and recom-
mendation. Respondents may also change brands when they have found
another famous brands that have better originality and packaging or
when they are offered discount and free gift in the purchases.
Just like keeping old brands in cosmetic replacements, there
is a subjective reason for consumers to change brands. A large
proportion of them (68.4%) change brands because of their curiosity
on new products. So marketing people should not neglect this sub-
jective character of the consumers when they promote their products.
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They should make periodic changes in the content, quality, design,
packaging, service and even advertising strategies of their products
to create a sense of newness in customers' minds. This feeling of
newness satisfies curiosity and subjective need of the customers
for new items.
Result of having brand switch: use cosmetics
of different brands at-the--same time.
Respondents who make brand switches may or may not have
brand loyalty to cosmetics. They may give different reasons under
different situations, and their reasons are studied separately in
the following two sections.
1. Respondents who are loyal to more than one brand
Ten respondents are loyal to more than one brand. They
use products of more than one brand at the same time. They adopt
this special consuming pattern for some reasons: (See Table 5.6)
TABLE 5.6
REASONS FOR USING COSMETICS
OF MORE THAN ONE BRAND














Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with
10 respondents who use cosmetics of more than one
brand as the base.
2. Respondents may give more than one reason in an-
swering the question.
More variety and better quality combination are two main
reasons for consumers to use products of more than one brand.
They also consider price and availability of the products.
Moreover, curiosity of the consumers to try new brands may also be
a reason for having this special consuming pattern.
2. Respondents who have no brand loyalty to cosmetics
Nineteen respondents, who use cosmetics of different brands
at the same time, are also the users who change brands regularly
when they replace their cosmetics. They give similar- reasons as
those who are loyal to more than one brand, but their percentages
are some what different:
TABLE 5.7
REASONS FOR USING COSMETICS
OF DIFFERENT BRANDS











(the speci- 15.83 5
fied others)
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Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with
nineteen respondents who use cosmetics of different
brands as the base.
2. Respondents may give more than one reason in answering
the question.
More variety, better quality combination, cheaper total
price and easier to get the products needed are four important
reasons for people to use cosmetics of different brands at the same
time. They are also the main reasons for changing brands when they
replace their cosmetics (See Table 5.5). This coincidence implies
that if people change brands for some reasons, they also use these
reasons as criteria in deciding whether they should use cosmetics
of different brands at the same time.
A person who changes brands frequently in cosmetic replace-
ment has no loyalty to any brand of cosmetics. It is this type of
person that usually uses products of different brands at the same
time.
5.2 Perception and idea in Symbolic
Functions of Cosmetics
Cosmetic as a symbol for age
About one-fifth of the respondents believe that Revlon and
Shiseido are two brands of cosmetics suitable to consumers of all
ages1. Thus, they possess favourable competitive powers, and are
able to penetrate all segments of the market. Other brands do not
share these favourable competitive powers. Their suitabilities to
customers of different age groups are shown in Table 5.8.
1Revlon and Shiseido are two brands of cosmetics that offer
wide ranges of products to consumers for selection. Perhaps, this
is one of the reasons why they can penetrate all market segments
and are welcome by consumers of all ages.
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Fanbo and Mary Quant are good for teenagers, while Coty,
Avon and Yardley are suitable to young adults. To mature ladies,
Christian Dior, Faberge and Maxam/Budlet are some of the good
choices.
TABLE 5.8
REPRESENTATIVE BRANDS SUITABLE TO





All Age No Idea Value(Age 16- (Age(Age 21-
20) over 30)Occu 29)
pation
No No NoNo No
41 4 0 2.47 Young Adult0C. Dior 530 37.5 51.255 6.25
Adult
046 24 4 0 2.24 Young AdultCoty 6 30 557.517.5
40 50 1 1.25 5 6.25 2.46 Young Adult28 356Faberge 7.5
Adult
6.25 1 Young Adult8 10 47 58.75 19 6.25 1.25 2.155Avon
1
08.75 2.16 Young Adult39 48.75 17 21.25 17 21.25 0Revlon 7
All Age
Mary
6.2548.75 3.75 2 2.5 1.55 Teenager &31 38.75 5 338Quant
oun Adult
Yardley 29 36.25 30 37.5 3.75 2 2.5 2.19 Young Adult316 2O
16 20 42 52.5 20 0 06 7.5 1.84 Young AdultShiseido 16
All Age
26 32.5 1 1.25 2 2.5 1 1.25 1.36bo 62-5Vanbo Teenager
Maxam
67.5 156.25 0 0 12 Adult9 11.25 5 54 12.66Budlet
Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first three ratings
shown in the table.
2. All-age ratings reflect the penetrative powers of certain brands
of cosmetics to different market segments. These ratings are
reported by the respondents in the study.
3. Suitabilities of certain brands of cosmetics to particular





Marginal Values Suitable to adjacent age groups,
. No Number of Respondents
Percentage of Respondents,
Respondents identify particular brands of cosmetics with
people of particular age griops, and stress on their suitabilities
to that groups of people. This kind of identification (or associa-
tion) reflects the symbolic nature of cosmetics-
Cosmetics besides being an agent for beautifying skin, can
be employed as a medium for symbolic communication. They have a
function to convert to other people some meanings about the users.
For example, you may tell from the brands of cosmetics used by the
users what kind of people the users are (their occupations),their
ages, their consuming powers and their skills in selecting good cos-
metics. Thus, cosmetics can be used as symbols for age, occupation,
consuming power and selection skill. Their symbolic functions are
further stated in the following paragraphs.
Cosmetic as a symbol for occupation
Respondents were asked to assign respresentative bands of
cosmetics to people of different occupations. Two brands assigned
in this way are selected to stand for representative brands of each
occupation. They are compared with the brands actually used by res-
pondents of same occupation. Brands of cosmetics in these two cate-
gories usually coincide with each other, although some of them may
be partially different.
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Brands of cosmetics assigned by respondents to professionals,
business executives and clerks coincide with the brands actually
used by people of the same occupations.
Shiseido and Fanbo are assigned as representative brands to
service and factory workers, however the brands they commonly use
include more than two brands. Revlon is welcome by service workers,
while Mary Quant is a more important brand to factory workers.
Representative brands assigned to salesgirls, housewives and
students by respondents are partially different from that they actu-
ally use. The differences for these three occupations are stated in
Table 5.9.
TABLE 5-9




















No % Nd IT
C. DIOR REVLON




21 26.25% 35 43.75%
REVLON SKISEIDO
l4 17.5% 38 47.5%
YARDLEY SHISEIDO
16 20% 2! 31.25%
SHISEIDO FANBO
24 30% 21 26.25%
SHISEIDO FANBO
9 11.257 k9 61.25%
REVLON SHISEIDO
k3 53.75% 10 12.5%Housewives
Students 12 15% 36 45% 3 42.86% 3 42.867
MARY 0UAN1 REVLON
3 37o5% 2 25% 2 125%
REVLON C. DIOR COTY
2 14.29% 7 50% 5 35.71%
SHISEIDO FA NBC MARY QUANT
2 22.22% 2 22.22% 5 55.36%
SHISEIDO FANBO REVLON
3 50% 3 50%
SHISEIDO FANBO
6 30% 7 35%
REVLON SHISEIDO




5 50% 3 30%
C. DIOR REVLON
No % No % No T
TTT (2) my
Actually used by Respondents
Remark: No= Number of Respondents;%- Percentage of Respondents.
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When respondents assign representative brands to people of
different occupations, they associate brands of cosmetics with
occupations of people. This type of mental association reflects
their ideas in the symbolic function of cosmetics. And to perform
this type of association, they must have agreed with the ideas that
there are representative brands of cosmetics for people of certain
occupations and they can tell others' occupation by the cosmetics
they use.
Since there is a high degree of coincidence between brands
of cosmetics assigned by the respondents and brands they actually
use, the idea that cosmetic may act as a symbol for occupation is
commonly accepted by the respondents.
Cosmetic as a symbol for consuming power
Consuming power of people may be used as an indicator for
income status. It is also used in this research as an index for
social stratification.
Respondents were asked to associate brands of cosmetics
costing different prices with people of different occupations.
This association is carried out to show directly the presence of
a close relationship between cosmetics and occupation, and indi-
rectly the symbolic function of cosmetics in representing people
of different consuming powers and income positions.
TABLE 5.10
REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTS OP DIFFERENT




























OccupationNo. Nc Nc No No
Professional 34 42.5 35 j43.75 9 11.25 0 n ? 2.5 1.68 High Price
Business
Executives 30 37.5
4l 51. 25 8 n n n O 1 1.25 1 High Price
Clerks 1 1.25 8 10 64 8o 7 8.75 n 0 2.96 Medium
Price




C 0 7 8.75 38 7.5 26
II
32.8 9 11.25 3.27!Medium
Price
Factory
o o 2 2.5 17 21.25 55 68.75 6 7.5 3.72 Low Price
House-
wi=: 5 6.25 29 36.25 4o 50 4 5 10 12.5 2.7 Medium
Prine
Students 0 0 2 2.5 23 28.75 37 46.2o 18 22.5 3.56 Medium
Low Price
Remarks: 1. Mean Values are calculated based on the first four ratings.
2. Representative products for people of different occupations
are assigned based on their mean values.
Mean Values; 1 1.5 Highest Price Product
1 2.5 High Price Product
2.5 3.5 Average Price Product
3.5 4.5 Low Price Product
Marginal Values Representative products of two adjacent price
ranges.
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Christian Dior and Revlon are iouna in previous section as
two representative brands for professionals and business executives.
These two brands of cosmetics produce high price and good quality
products for the consumers, so they can be used as the symbols for
high consuming powers and high income status.
Clerks, salesgirls and service workers are said to have
used medium price products of Revlon, Shiseido, Yardley and Fanbo,
so they have medium income status.
Factory workers and students are treated as if they have
limited consuming powers. They are assigned with low price products.
Housewives use products of different price ranges. Their
consuming powers are difficult to be defined. However in a general
sense, they can be classified as using medium price products.
Cosmetic as a symbol for selection skill
Business executives, professionals, salesgirls and clerKs
are four occupations rated by the 80 respondents as having great
skills in selection. They are believed to be able to choose better
cosmetics. So the brands of cosmetics they use are believed to be
of good quality, and these brands may them reflect the selection
skills of the users. (See Table 5.11)
1Revlon penetrates all market segments by offering a wide
range of products. Some of these products are high price cosmetics
with good quality, while the others are medium price products with
fair quality. It is one of the brands widely accepted by people of
different occupations and income status.
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TABLE 5.11
OCCUPATIONS THAT ARE BELIEVED BY
















Remarks: 1. Not many people-mte occupations like service workers,
factory workers, housewives and students as having
high selection skills. When their ratings are summed
up, they constitute only 40% of the respondents.
2. Respondents may choose any three occupations that
have great selection skills in the research.
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6.0 CONSUMERS' GENERAL IDEAS IN IMPORTED
AND LOCAL MADE COSMETICS
Attitude is an emotional feeling of a person's enduring
favourable or unfavourable evaluation on certain things. It is
generally believed in consumer study to be one of the main reasons
for continuous consumption and brand loyalty. It is gradually de-
veloped based on the knowledge and experience of the consumer with
the product. Once it is structured, it affects the preference and
loyalty of the consumer towards the brand he/she uses, and also
influences his/her perception and judgement on other brands. It is
difficult to be measured. However, it can be reflected by the idea
and preference of the consumer on certain brand of product.
Consumers' ideas and preferences on cosmetics from different
origins are studied in the research. It is a general study. Results
(findings) got in it are used as the reference for further study of
the reactions of cosmetic consumers towards the promotional strategies
of the ten selected brands of cosmetics.
6.1 Ideas in quality
Consumers have good opinions in quality of foreign products.
they rate them high at the top of the scale. Local and Chinese pro-
ducts are not so good in quality according to their ideas. They rate
them low at the bottom. This form of ratings shows clearly the
general attitudes of consumers on these products. (See Table 6.1)
6.2 Ideas in Price
Foreign goods are generally believed to have higher prices
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than local and Chinese products. Out of them, French and American
products are even higher in prices than United Kingdom and Japanese
products. (See Table 6.2)
6.3 Ideas in Service to Customer
Although French product enjoys good quality prestige in
customers' minds, its service to the customers is not highly rated.
Consumers have general favourable attitudes towards the service of
Japanese brand. They rate it as the first priority. U.S. product
also maintains a good position in the scale. It is rated by the
consumers as giving better service than French, U.K., Hong Kong and
Chinese products. (See Table 6.3)
6.4 Ideas in Effort in Advertising Promotion
Similiar situation as service to customer is found. Japan
is rated as the top country that spends great effort in advertising
promotion. U.S., France and United Kingdom also possess fairly good
position in the scale. However, Hong Kong and China are rated low
at the bottom. (See Table 6.4)
TABLE 6.1
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN QUALITY OF PRODUCTS
FROM DIFFERENT ORIGINS
vRating l 2 3 5 6
Priority





















































































Remarks: Mean values for products from different origins are calculated based on
the ratings. They are used in the arrangement of the scale of priority.
Mean values with smaller numerical values are assigned to the top of the
scale, while mean values with greater numerical values are assigned to the
bottom.
The same principle is applied to the arrangements of scales of priority for
ratings in price, service, effort in advertising promotion and general
preference of customers.
No.= Number of Respondents;%= Percentage of Respondents
TABLE 62


























































































CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN SERVICE TO CUSTOMER
OF PRODUCTS FROM DIFFERENT ORIGINS
.Ratine
Orieir
1 2 3 4 3 6
No No No No No. No
Priority
France 3 6.25 19 23.75 11 13.75 31 38.75 l 4 1.75 0 0 3
U.S.A. 28 35 34 42.5 11 13.75 6 7.5 1 1.25 0 0 2
U.K. 1 1.25 10 12.5 42 52.5 14 17.5 12 15 1 1.25 4
Japan 45 56.25 14 17.5 8 10 12 15 1 1.25 0 O 3
!H. K. 1 L. 25 U 5 R 10 15 18.75 44 55 R 10 5
Chi nn 0 0 0 0 1 1.25 o 0 5 6.25 7k 92.5 6
TART.E 6.4
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN EFFORT IN ADVERTISING PROMOTION
OF PRODUCTS FROM DIFFERENT ORIGINS
Rat in??
Oriffir
1 P 3 4 5 6 Priority
Wn No No No Nr No
France 1 P IS 16 PO 15 18.75 16 20 21 26.25 0 o 3
U.S.A. 17 21.25 42 52.5 12 15 5 6.25 4 5 0 0 2
U.K. P 2.5 7 8.75 29 56.25 25 31.25 17 21.25 0 0 u
Janan 4c 50 15 18.75 11 13.75 8 l n 4 5 2 2.5 1
H. K. 1 1.25 3 3.75 17 21.25 21 26.25 36 45 2 2.5 5
China P 2.5 o o 1 1 ,P 5 0 0 3 3.75 7 92.5 6
6.5 General Preference
Consumers' general preference on products from different
origins is summarized in Table 6.5. French product1 is the first
preference, then follow the U.S., U.K., and Japanses products.
Hong Kong and Chinese products are least preferred by the consumers.
They are rated at the bottom of the scale. The differences in mean
ratings for French, U.S., U.K., and Japanese products are relatively
small. Thus, they have more or less similiar footings in consumers'
priority of preference, and consumers may subsititute product of one
country with another. That is, consumers may subsititute French
cosmetics with U.S. or U.K. products.( See Table 6.5)
TABLE 6.5
CONSUMERS' GENERAL PREFERENCE ON















1 2 3 4
C 6
No. No Nc Nc Nc Nc
48 60 23 28.75 6 7.5 1 1.25 2 2.5 0 0
23 28.75 43 53.75 12 15 2 2.5 0 0 o 0
1 1.25 10 12.5 47 58.75 20 25 7 2.5 O 0
8 10 6 7_.5 16 20 37 46.25 12 15 i 1.25
1 1.25 1 1.25 o 0 1C 12.5 67 83.75 1 1.25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.5 78 37.5
Trance exported its cosmetics (especially perfume) to China and
Hong Kong in as early as the beginning of this century (1900). It has
long history of business with Chinese ladies. Its sophistication in
quality control and leadership position in fashion designs (In connection
with garment, hand-bag, furniture, automobile and other consumer goods)
have won favourable attitude and loyalty of the consumers. Its exports
are generally viewed by the consumers as the products of good quality
and are worthwhile to be charged of higher prices.
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6.6 Observations and Imnlicationf
Some observations
Ratings of consumers on characteristics of products from
different origins are summarized in Table 6.6. A close investigation
into it reveals the following:
1. Ratings for most countries are consistent with each others-
A country's products, which is rated high or low on one- character¬
istic, is always rated high or low on other characteristics. French
and U.S. products, for example, are rated high on quality and price,
so they are also rated high on preference. Hong Kong and Chinese
products are rated low on quality and price, so they are also rated
low on other characteristics.
TABLE 6.6
RATINGS OF CONSUMERS ON CHARACTERISTICS





1 2 k 5 6
Quality Fra ri r. e U.S.A, U.K. Japan H.K. China
Price Fran fie U.S.A. U.K. Japan H.K China
Service to
customer
Jamn TT_ ff A Franee U.K. H.K. China
Effort in
advertising
.Ta r»a n TT.S.i France U.K. H.K. China
General
Pref erenre France U.S.A. U.K. Janan H.K. China
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2. Japan makes special efforts in service and advertisin
promotion- Although Japanese product is rated low in quality, price
and preference, its special efforts in service and advertising pro-
motion are highly appreciated by the customers.
3. U.S. Products get a steady and favourable position in
the scale of rating.
Some implications
Based on these observations, some implied conclusions may
be made:
1. Foreign products are consistently rated high in the
scale of rating, while local and Chinese products are consistently
rated low in the scale. This may easily lead to a conclusion that
consumers have favourable attitudes on characteristics of foreign
products, and they rate these products as better than local and
Chinese products.
2. Products rated high or low on quality are also rated
high or low on price. This is true to products from different
origins. Thus, this may reflect a direct relationship between
price and quality in product evaluation of the consumers.
3. U.S. products are rated high on every aspect. They
are welcome by consumers, and this may be one of the reasons why
these products can capture a big market share in Hong Kong.
4. Although consumers do not have favourable attitude
towards quality of Japanese products, their special efforts in
service and advertising promotions are welcome by the consumers.
These favourable attributes together with lower retail prices of
the products make Japanese products very competitive in the consumer
market of Hong Kong.
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5. Hong Kong and Chinese products are rated low in
quality, service, effort in advertising promotion and general
preference of the consumers. They cannot gain favourable attitudes
of the consumers. So they have hard time in sales promotion, and
need special marketing strategies( like quality improvement,
extensive advertising and better sales service) to change their
awkward situations.
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7.0 CONSUMERS' SPECIFIC IDEAS IN MARKETING STRATEGIES
OF THE SELECTED BRANDS OF COSMETICS
There are hundreds of brands of cosmetics sold in Hong
Kong. Some of them are imported goods, and the others are local
products. Sales people of these brands use different marketing
strategies in business promotion. Some of them meet consumers'
needs and succeed in the sales, while others fail and loss money.
It is an interesting topic to study how these strategies differ
from each other, why they are related to the success of the business,
and what are their images in consumers' minds. Since no one has
ever had study on these aspects, it is a challenge to the writer
to take this area in his research. The writer does not. attempt
to cover all the brands in the research, and ten of them including
Christian Dior, Coty, Faberge, Avon, Revlon, Mary Quant, Yardley,
Shiseido, Fanbo and Maxam/Budlet are selected in the study for the
following reasons:
1. This selection covers products of different countries-
France, United States of America, United Kingdom, Japan
and China are five main exporting countries that sell
cosmetics in Hong Kong. So their goods together with
products of Hong Kong are included in the selection.
2. It covers brands of cosmetics with different degrees
of success in sales-- Some brands selected in the
research are well known to the consumers. They enjoy
good prestige and capture good market shares in Hong
Kong. Other brands do not share similar favourable
situations. They are strange to the customers and are
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not very successful in the business.
3. It covers brands of cosmetics witn different marketing
strategies- Brands of cosmetics with different market-
ing strategies are covered in the study. Some of them
have well planned strategies, while others have general
guide lines only. Some of them emphasize on products'
quality, while others stress on service, advertising
and low price.
4. The selection is within manageable size- It is beyond
the writer's capacity to include all brands in the study.
It is more reasonable to limit the research area to ten
brands only.
7.1 Consumers' Knowledge of the Ten Selected Brands
Consumers were requested to indicate how well they were
informed of the ten selected brands. Their indications are sum-
marized in Table 7.1:
TABLE 7.1





















































































































































Consumers have good knowledge of Revlon, Shiseido, C. Dior,
Mary Quant and Coty, but not the other five brands. And among the
ten selected brands, Revlon is the most famous one. No one has ever
reported to have no knowledge of this brand. Yardley, Faberge and
MaxamBudlet are not so lucky as the other brands. A large proportion
of respondents stated that they had no knowledge of them.
The reason for them to be neglected by the cosmetic users, per¬
haps, is because of their negligence in advertising promotions. They
do not try hard to sell their names to the customers.
Media through which respondents are informed of the brands
Television, Movie, magazine, newspaper, window display and
radio are important media through which respondents are informed of
the brands. Sometimes, they also know them through recommendations
made by friends, relatives and sales girls. Advertisement panel
and fashion show are less important media. People rarely use these
media, so they are less effective in sales promotion.
TART.E 7_ P
MEDIA THROUGH WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE
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Remarks: 1. Respondents may choose more than one medium
in answering the question.
2. A low percentage of respondents taking a rnediuir
reflects that this medium is comparatively not
as effective as the other media.
Recommendation
7.2 Ideas in Product Strategies of
the Ten Selected Brands
Product strategies carried out by manufacturers mean more
than just some simple quality controls. They mean well planned
policies and tactics in quality, packaging, variety and style im¬
provements to meet the changing needs of consumers.
These product strategies, besides involving internal inte¬
gration of these aspects, are also complementary as well as sup¬
plementary to other marketing strategies.
They are complementary to pricing and sales service strate¬
gies. The price of a product is set based on the quality of the
product. If it is a high quality product that needs high cost of
production, then a high price is charged to the customers to main¬
tain a reasonable profit margin. If it is a highly sophisticated
product, it may need to offer special consulting and after-sales
services to the consumers.
A product sold to consumer is not only a physical commodity.
It means a bundle of service and satisfaction. So product strate¬
gies of production people are usually set with reference to pro¬
motion strategies of marketing people to make good integration.
This integration is a pre-requiate for success in rendering max¬
imum RPmri r?A ond sati sfapt.-! nri -ho f.rtriRiimprR.
Ideas in quality
Findings shown in Table 7.3 agree with the general conclu¬
sion made in the previous section. French products( like Chris¬
tian Dior, Coty and Faberge) and American products( like Revlon
and Avon) enjoy good quality prestige. They are rated by the
respondents as having: better aualitv than other imported goods.
Although Japanese product like Shiseido is widely known
to the public due to its great efforts in advertising promotion,
consumers usually do not have good opinions of this product, Its
quality is rated even below the uncommon French brand such as
Faberge•
Gosumers also do not have good evaluation on U.K. products
( Yardley and Mary Quant). They are rated at the bottom together
with Hong Kong and Chinese products( like Fanbo and MaxamBudlet)
Since all imported goods( except Chinese product) are rated
above Hong Kong product, a general belief of the consumers that
foreign products are better than local and Chinese products is
confirmed.
TABLE 7.3




















































































































































Remarks: 1. Numbers and percentages stated in column 5 (ratings
of No Idea) reflect how well the consumers are in-
formed of the quality of these brands. A high per
centage of respondents taking this rating for cer-
tain brand means that they have no knowledge of its
quality, and this brand is not popular to them.
Numbers stated in this column do not show values of
quality evaluation, so they are not included in mean
value calculation.
2. Mean values are calculated with the number of respon-
dents taking quality-evaluation ratings (ratings 1-4)
for certain brands of cosmetics as the bases.
(Formula see Section 3.1)
3. A scale of Priority is arranged based on these mean
values. Mean values with smaller numerical values
are assigned to the top, while mean values with
greater numerical values are arranged to the bottom.
4. The same principle is applied to the evaluations of
consumers on style, product variety, packaging, price
and other promotional strategies.
Criteria commonly used in quality evaluation
It has been stated in the thesis that quality is an import-
ant factor in determining whether one would change brand in cosmetic
replacement and whether one would use cosmetics of different brands
at the same time. Consumers' preceptions and evaluations on quality
of the ten selected brands have been studied in the previous section,
so it is the right time now to discuss the criteria commonly used by
them in quality evaluation before we come to the study of their ideas
in other aspects of the product strategies.
TAPT.E 7- A
CRITERIA COMMONLY USED III QUALITY
EVALUATION OP COSMETICS
Criteria liature of
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Remarks: 1. Some persons judge quality of products( which are
strange to them or too sophisticated in nature for
them to understand) by price. This is commonly
Vnnun p.p. ~npvnhol nor n f uui oiup1.
2. Respondents may choose more than one criterion ii
t.hpi r p.np 17ptq.
Out of the nine criteria stated in TaLle 74? six of them are
qualitative in nature. They deal with skin sensitivity, fineness of
material, colour and shades, smell, degree of oilness end chemical
content of the cosmetics. Among them skin sensitivity and fineness
of material are even rated to he the most important factors in quality—- Ci
evaluation
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Although objective quality elements are particularly
emphasized in evaluation, subjective and emotional elements are
by no means neglected. Brand, originality and price factors, which
indicate subjective preferences and evaluations of consumers on
quality (product), are also common in quality evaluation.
Packaging is the least important factor among the nine
criteria, however, it is sometimes used in the evaluation.
Ideas in Stle
With the exception of Avon and Faberge, American and French
products usually occupy good positions in the evaluation. They are
rated as the top brands that offer stylish products.
Shiseido and Mary Quant do not enjoy good prestige in
quality evaluation. However, their products are also rated as with
good styles.
Yardley, Fanbo and Maxam/Budlet are three brands that
consumers do not think have produced good stylish products. They
are rated at the bottom of the priority.
TABLE 7.5
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN STYLE ON


























































































































































Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated Based on the first four ratings
that indicate consumers' evaluations on style of cosmetics.
2. A scale of priority is arranged based on these mean values.
Ideas in suitability to customers
of different age groups
Respondents stress on the suitability of particular brands
of cosmetics to people of particular age groups. They treat Revlon
and Shiseido as the two brands suitable to all age groups, Fanbo and
Mary Quant as good for teenagers, and Coty, Avon and Ya,rdley as
suitable to young adults. And for the mature ladies, they recommend
Christian Bior, Fabergfe and MaxanBudlet. This is a subjective
association between cosmetics and age, end the association reveals
the symbolic function of cosmetics.( See Section)
Ideas in product varietv
Avon and Faberge are not generally rated as the brands
that offer wide ranges of products for selection like other Ameri¬
can and French brands. High percentages of respondents rate no
idea on them. Perhaps, this is a reflection as well as a conse¬
quence of their negligence in advertising promotion.
Shiseido is a Japanese product. It does not have good
quality prestige, however it is rated as the brand that offers
large varieties of products to customers for selection next to
Revlon.
Mary Quant and Fanbo do not have good quality ratings like
Shiseido, but they are also rated high in product-variety evaluation,
Yardley and MaxamBudlet are neglected by the customers
(high percentages of them have no ideas in these two brands).
They are rated at the bottom of the scale.
TABLE 7.6
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN PRODUCT VARIETY


























































































































































Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first four ratings
that indicate consumers' evaluations on product variety.
2. Priority is arranged based on these mean values.
Ideas in packaging
Packaging is part of the marketing mix. It means more thai
just to contain and protect the product. It helps presenting its
content attractively to customers, so that peop1e may rant to buy
and keep them and then buy again.
Cosmetic manufacturers nowadays know the value of attractive
packaging for stimulating sales. Most people, they know, while
taking little interest in packaging, are actually influenced
by it in choosing one brand rather than another, People associate
the quality of a pack( an impression made by its design, shape,
colour, feel, and so forth) with the quality of product it con¬
tains. An expensive pack is considered appropriate for an expen¬
sive perfume, and a beautiful pack is appropriate for a beauty
Care product. This association of ideas, obvious enough in itself
is fostered bv the ma rmf a n.turfirs-
The commercial use of packaging as an important ingredient
in the marketing mix originated about 1883 with sunlight soap, and
other soaps sold by William Lever, who is credited with the idea
2
of selling- wrarmed soan under a brand name-
1. Packaging as an important factor in sales promotion-
Packaging is an important factor to be considered by consumers in
the purchase. Out of the 80 respondents interviewed in the research
66.2% of them take it into account. They usually buy cosmetics
piece by piece, and sometimes may buy cosmetics in a set form.
( See Table 7-7 78) When they were asked vhether they would
buy a cosmetic item for no other reason than its attractive packa¬
ging, 2.3% of them( See Table 79) said they would. But this
percentage is limited to famous brands only. Not many of them
(26.3%) would like to buy a cosmetic item of new brand.( See
Tab! ft 7-10)
Packaging is found as a criterion in quality evaluation of
cosmetics. Out of the 80 respondents in the sample, 13.73% of then-
take this as a criterion in their quality evaluations.
2
J. C. MacChesney, Packaging of Cosmetics and Toiletries,
London: Butterworth 8 Co,. Ltd,. 1974),p.5
T A 1RT,H 7-7
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TABLE 7.10















2. Consumers' evaluation on packaging of the ten selected-
brands- C. Dior, Shiseido and Revlon are three brands of cosmetics
with very luxurious and attractive packagings. They are rated at
the top of the scale. Although Yardley does not have good ratings
in other aspects, it is rated as having attractive packaging here,
It is rated in a position better than Coty and Mary Quant. Faberge,
Fanbo, Avon and MaxamBudlet do not have attractive packagings.
They are rated below Coty and Mary Quant at the bottom of the scale.
( See Table 7.11)
TABLE 7.11























































































































































73 Ides.s in Pricing Startegies of
the Ten Selected Brand
Foreign products are generally rated as having higher prices
than local and Chinese products. Out of them C. Dior, Coty9 Fabergfe
and Revlon are rated at the top of the scale. Although Shiseido is
a Japanese product with no good quality prestige, it is not rated as
having price lover than U, K. products. It is rated high in the
scale, and this deviates a little bit from the general assumption
of the consumers on prices of products from different origins,
( See Section 6,2) Mary Quant and Yardley are said to have lover
prices, They are rated together with Fan bo and M ax am Bu dl e t at the
bottom of the scale,
TABLE 7,12


















































































































































Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first four ratings.
2. A scale of oriority is arranged based on these mean values®
Amount of money consumers would like
to spend on each cosmetic item
Consumers have their own standards in price evaluation.
They have their own ideas in what should he the reasonable prices
for certain items of cosmetics and what are the maximum amounts of
money they would like to spend on them.
However, their standards and ideas are very diffuse. Some
of them like to pay more on certain items of cosmetics, while the
others want to pay less. They have different price ranges within
which they would like to spend. So it is interesting to reveal
these price ranges and the average prices they believe to be
reasonable for certain cosmetic items,
TABLE 7.IT
MOUNTS OH MONEY CONSUMERS WOULD LIKE TO SPEND ON COSMETIC


























































Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first five ratings.
2. Average orices are assigned based on these mean values.
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Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first six ratings,

























Hail polish is the cosmetic item they would like to spend
less amount of money. The average price is around $10. Lipstick
is also an item they would like to spend less amount of money. Its
average price is in $10- $20 range. Perfume costs a high retail price,
so consumers are willing to spend more money on it. The average price
rsuige may reach as high as .1 pi- $80. Moreover, average prices for
eye make up, cologne and rougeface powderfoundation cream fall in
the middle. Their price ranges are respectively $21- $30 and $30-
$50.( See Table 7.13 71-4)
Amounts oi money consumers would like to
spend on cosmetic items of new brands
The amount of money consumers would like to spend on cosmetic
items of new brands depends very much on the normal values of the
cosmetic items.( liormal values are defined as the average retail
prices of the products.) If the normal values are not high( for
low price products), then the amounts of money they would like to
spend on these cosmetic items of new brands are not much different
from that they would like to spend on products of popular brands.
However, the differences will be great if the cosmetic items are
of high normal values. Perfume and rouge face powderfoundation
cream are two cosmetic items of high values, so the amounts of
money consumers would like to spend on them are smaller if they are
of new brands than if they are of well-established brands. The
differences are $15 for perfume and $10 fcr rougeface powder
foundation cream.( See Table 7»!5)
TABLE 7.15
AMOUNTS OP MONEY CONSUMERS WOULD LIKE TO SPEND ON















































































































Remarks: 1. Percentages shown in the table are calculated with 21 respondents who would
like to buy cosmetic items of new brands as the base.
2. Mean values are calculated based on the first six ratings.
3. Average prices are assigned based on these mean values.
Mean Values: 1 L• 5 Over 3100
1.5 2.5 381 3100
2.5 3.5 361 380
) 9 4.5 341 360
4.5 5.5 321 34C
n: c:}® J 6.5 Below 320
7»4 Ideas in Promotion Strategies
of the Ten Selected Brands
Ideas in the attractiveness of advertisement
Shiseido is a Japanese product. It is rated as the top
brand of cosmetics in offering attractive advertisement. This
matches with the general idea of consumers in great advertising
efforts of Japanese product. U. S. and French brands like Revlon
and G. Dior are also rated high in the scale as expected.
It is interesting to find Fanbo being rated high in the
scale. Although Hong Kong product is not generally believed by
the respondents to have made great effort in advertising promotion,
Fanbo1s advertisement is evaluated as attractive. It is rated even
higher in the scale than U. K. and uncommon French and American
products.
Mary Quant and Yardley are U. K. products. They do not
have attractive advertisements and are rated at the bottom of the
scale together with Goty, Fabergfe and MaxamBudlet.( See Table
7.16)
TABLE 7.16
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN THE ATTRACTTVENESS 01














































































































































Remarks: 1, Mean values are calculated based on the first four ratings.











Ideas in sales service
Mean values of sales service ratings for the ten selected
brands do not vary much from each other. As shown in Table 717
they can he distinguished from each other only at two places after
the decimals. These small differences indicate that sales services
offered by these brands are very much similiar in nature® So
consumers have similiar ideas in them. It has been shown in section
4.2 that consumers buy their cosmetics mainly from franchise
counters inside department stores or medicine companies. These are
retail outlets of manufacturers or distributors. Franchise counters
for different brands of cosmetics are always found locating together
within the same department stores or medicine companies, so they
are equally available to the customers. Salesgirls serving at
these counters are hired and trained by manufacturers or distributors.
They dress in similiar uniforms and make similiar sales speeches.
They give similiar advices and make similiar demonstrations. So
it is not a surprising result for customers to rate sales services
of different brands of cosmetics not very much different from each
others.
TABLE 7.17
CONSUMERS' IDEAS IN SALES SERVICE
















Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho
C• Dior 14 17.5 91 28,75 18 22.5 0 0 25 31.25 2,07 1
Coty 9 11.25 9 A 30 2C 25 C 0 27 33.75 2.21 3
Paoergfe 4 5 15 18,75 23 98.75 0 0-V 38 47.5 2.4P 5
Avon
r
2.5 21 26,25 31 38.75 3 3• 7C 911——' 28,75 9.61 6
Revlon 1 9 15 34 42.5 31 138.75 1 I.25 2 2,5 2.27 4
Mary Quant 1 1.25 24 30 33 41.25 3 3.75 19 23.75 2.62 7
Yardley 0 0 8 10 42 52.5 1 1.21 29 36.25 2.86 9
Shiseido 9 LI. 25 42 52.5 24 301 0 0 5 6,25 2.20 2
Fanbo 1 1,25 22 275 36 45 2 2,5 19 2375 2.64 8
Max am
Budlet
0 0 4 5 8 10 90 25 18 60 3.50 10
Remarks? 1. Mean values are calculated based on the first four ratings,
2, A scale 01 priority is arranged based on these mean values.
Ideas in popularity
Consumers1 idea in popularity of the ten selected brands
are revealed in the study.( See Table 71$)
Respondents have favourable attitudes on Revlon, C. Dior,
and Coty. They rate these brands as popular brands.
Shiseido and Mary Quant are also popular brands among the
cosmetic users. They are rated favourably in the evaluation.
Avon and Fanbo are fairly common brands to the users, but
respondents do not have good attitudes on them.
On the other hand, respondents have different attitudes on
Fabergfe, Yardley and MaxamBudlet. Many of them even give no idea
ratings on them when asked about their ideas in the popularity of
these brands. So these brands are uncommon to the cosmetic users.
TABLE 7.18
CONSUMERS1 IDEAS IN POPULARITY



















































































































































Remarks: 1. Mean values are calculated, based on the first
four ratings.
2. A scale of priority is arranged hased on these
mftan vpt hip.c
7„ 5 Summing Tin
Brand images of the ten selectea brands
Attitudes are enduring favourable or unfavourable evaluations
of consumers on products. They are conducive to brand preferences.
Marketing people are interested, in measuring these attitudes, and
numerous attitude scaling devices have been developed for this
purpose. Among these attitude scaling devices, semantic differential
scale is probably the most commonly used technique. This technique
involves the use of a number of bipolar adjectives such as excellent-
bad, expensive-low, and. attractive-not attractive on a seven-point
scale. Respondents record their evaluations of the brands by
checking particular points on the scale between the extremes. The
average rankings( ratings) of all respondents then become profiles
of the selected brands.( See Figures 71 72)
Revlon, G. Dior, Goty, and Shiseido are competitive in local
consumer market. They generally enjoy favourable ratings.
Irivin beinstock and Monroe M. Bird, Jr., Scoring the
Semantic Differential: Attacking the Response-Set Problem, in
Business Idea and Facts, Vol. 4( Winter 1971) P.3-13.
The writer makes a small modification on this semantic
differential technique. Five-point scales are used to code the
evaluations of the respondents.
FIGURE 7.1
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE: BRAND IMAGES OF
C. DIOR, COTY, FABERGE, AVON REVLON
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE: BRAND IMAGES OP MARY QUART,
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Mary Quant and Avon are less well-known than these foui
brands, however, they still possess fairly good ratings of the
consumers.
Fanbo, Yardley and Fabergfe are unpopular brands among the
users. They do not have good brand images, and are often neglected
by the consumers. Their businesses in Fong Kong are not very
successful, so extensive as well as intensive sales promotions are
needed
With the help of this semantic differential scale, a
comparison of brands can be made, and weak areas in the brand image
can be noted for possible remedial actions. Thus, this scale
provides the management people with a more detailed picture of both
the direction and intensity of opinions and attitudes about a product
than can be obtained through a typical research questionnaire. It
also supplies a comprehensive multi-dimensional portrait of brand
imagesl
Specific preference on the ten selected brands
Revlon, C. Dior and Coty are strongly preferred by consumers,
They are rated at the top of the scale.( See Table 719)
Shiseido also enjoys favourable market situation. It is
welcome by most of the consumers, although it does not share good
quality prestige.
Louis E. Boone and David L. Kurtz, Contemporary Marketing





FIG 7.5 THE CROSSCORRELOGRAM OF THE LEFT OCCIPITAL
ALPHA AND THE EONT OF THE LEFT EYE OF A
BLIND SUBJECT
Mary Quant and Avon are U. K. and American cosmetics® but
they are rated below Shiseido, which is a more popular brand among
the users.
Fanho is a Hong Kong product. It has greater effort in
advertising promotion than Yardley, Faberg6 and MaxanBudlet, and
is more popular among the users. It is rated even higher in the
scale of preference than these three foreign brands.
Max anBu diet is not lucky. It is rated at the lowest
position in every aspect, so it is not popular among the users and
does not have good competitive power in local cosmetic market.
Consumers willingness to make recommendation
on the ten selected brands
Respondents do not usually make recommendation on brands of
cosmetics. Although a majority of them( 7Oo) enjoy talking with
their friends about fashions( See Appendix D, Table A), more than
half of them( p6.75%) reported in the study that they would not
make recommendation on brands of cosmetics. It may be due to the
fact that they are conscious of the individualistic natures of
cosmetics and the subjective reasons of consumers in using cosmetics.
For some people they know, make up is an art that shows their
characters, tastes and preferences. So they are reluctant to make
recommendation on brands of cosmetics to their friends, especially
if they have no good knowledge of these brands or these brands are
not commonly accepted by other cosmetic users. They do not want to
be blamed. They do not want to see the brands they recommend to
their friends have sensitive effects on their friends skins.
If they have to make recommendation, they would not take
the unpopular brands. They would take only those brands that thej
have good knowledge of and are commonly accepted by other users.
Among these brands, G. Dior, Coty, Revlon and Shiseido are the
common ones.( See Table 7.20)
TABLE 7.20
CONSUMERS1 HI LL III GUESS TO MAK3






























































( 80 Respondents) 43.2 S6.7S
PART III
OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION
8.0 MARKET POTENTIAL AND SALES FORECAST
8.1 Market Potential as reflected
bv Consuming Pattern
Cosmetic users have special consuming patterns. These
consuming patterns may influence the sales potential of cosmetics
in local market. They are illustrated in the following lines:
1. Ladies are usually heavy cosmetic consumers- A
majority of respondents( 92.5b) Tuy ore than two cosmetic item;
and among them 66,2T' are heavy consumers who may buy as many as
seven items. This heavy consuming pattern reveals the great
ma,rket potential of cosmetic business.
2. Ladies buy their cosmetics frequently- Cosmetics are
fashion goods. They have short product life cycles and their
styles change very frequently. Ladies like to keep up with fashions.
They are willing to spend large amount of money on new cosmetic
items. The average time for cosmetic users to replace a ITail
Polish is 5-71 months, and for Lipstick, RougePace PowderFound¬
ation Cream, Eye Make Up and PerfumeCologne the average times are
respectively 8.21, 973? 10.02 and 10.70 months. They are relat¬
ively short when compared with other consumer goods. These short
replacement cycles( product life cycles) of products and rapid
purchasing patterns of ladies accelerate turnover rates of inventory
and stock of the manufacturers. They lower down the costs to keep
inventory and stock, and make economical scale of production
possible.
3. Ladies usually do not finish their cosmetic items first
before they buy another ones- High percentages of respondents
reported in the interview that they did not finish cosmetic items
first before they buy another ones. This consuming pattern
usually speeds up the frequency of purchase and replacement rate
of the consumers. It creates great market potential to the sellers®
4. Ladies use cosmetic as a gift item- A great majority
of respondents( 775) find cosmetic a good gift item to their
friends. They use it as a gift item because it is luxurious and
has a lot of varieties for selection. Some of their friends, they
reported, also use it as a gift item,
Since cosmetic is commonly used as a gift item, so its
market potential is great.
8.2 Market Potential as reflected by
Rising Living Standard
Population and economic power of consumers are two other
important determinants for market potential. Population factor
determines the market size, while economic factor influences the
buying power and then the degree of consumption of the cosmetic
users. Population factor will be discussed in next section and
economic power is stated in the following paragraphs.
Gross Domestic Product indicates the wealth of a nation,
and its per capita value reflects the baying power of the citizens.
They are influenced by local and international market forces, and
change from year to year. Value of Gross Domestic Product per
capita is used here to show buying power of cosmetic users. It is
stated in Table 8.1.
TABLE 8.1
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA












1968 I969 197C 1971 1972 1973 1 Q7A 1978
33,291 70 13,835 3.878 4,122 iA. 8A£ 4,881 4,718
Estimate
323,428 31,914 34,009 38. AS1- 48,118 si. 733 74,368 78.800
Sources: 1. Census and Statistics Department, Estimates of Gross
Domestic Product, 1961- 1973( Hong Kong: Covern-
ment Printer)
2. Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics: Imports, Exports and Re-exports, 1968
— 197A.( Honff Konff! Government Printer
Remarks: 1. Values of Gross Domestic Product per Capita are at
constant market prices of 1966.
2. Estimated consumptions of cosmetics are in Hong Kong
thousand dollars.
3. Cosmetic items for consumption include perfumery,
lipstick, rouge, face powder, foundation creams,
other cosmetics and toilet preparations.
4. 1975 offical data for Gross Domestic Product per
Capita and Trade Statistics are not yet available,
Value 01 Gross Domestic Product per Capita increases
gradually in the period of 1968- 1974 H Has a growth rate of
39.llb( or average annual growth rate of 5-6%) in seven years.
Estimated consumption on cosmetics, which may he used as an
indicator of high living standard of consumers also increases
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during this period. It has a growth rate of 217.4%. These two
factors change in the same pattern, so a close relationship between
baying power and cosmetic consumption( or living standard in a
general sense) may exist.
Hong Kong is a modern city. The living standard of her
population is gradually improved. This type of improvement is
likely to be continued in the near future. Thus, cosmetic consum-
ption of her population will probably increase, and there will be
great market potential for the cosmetic sellers.
8.3 Market Potential as reflected
by Population Groi-,Tth
Population is an important determinant of market potential.
It determines the size of the potential market.
Nuclear family concept is widely accepted by young people
nowadays, and small size families are becoming more and more common
in Hong Kong. 1Toti7ever, some population growth is still to be
foreseen in the near future.
TABLE 8.2





Low ProjectionHigh Pro jectior. Medium Proection
1971 4,0454,0454, 04 5
1976 4,3714,4184,471




Source: Population Census and Statistics Department, Population
Projections.( Hong Kong: Government Printer
Population estimates have been projected by the Populatian
Census and Statistics Department of Hong Kong, and these estimates
have steady increases in three types of projections. If sex ratios
in 1976 and 1981 remain to be the same as 1971( 1033 males per 1000
females), the number of potential female cosmetic users in these
two years will be greatly increased. This makes attractive potential
market to the cosmetic sellers.
8.4 Sales Forecast based on Population Projections
As mentioned before, potential market size( Population
Factor) and Gross Domestic Product per Capita( Economic Factor)
are important determinants for sales forecasts. They are used here
to estimate the potential sales volumes in 1976 and 1981.
Gross Domestic Product per Capita after 1975 is assumed to
be increasing annually in an average rate of like that in the
period of 1968- 1974? and Per Cent Increases in Population, projected
by the Population Census and Statistics Department are used in the
estimations.
Potential sales volumes of the two years are estimated by
using the equations stated helow in the footnotes.Eighty- two
millions and 111 millions seem to he the good estimates of the two
years. The figures are shown in Table 8.3? and they reveal great
market potentials of Hong Kong cosmetic consumer market in the near
future.
Gross Domestic Product per Capita and Sales Volumes are
estimated by using the following equations:
GDP per Capita: GDP per Capita Increase in GDP per Capita
( Year nth) ( Year n-1 th) during that period)
Sales Volume Sales Volume
( Year nth) ( Year n-1 th)
( Sum of increases in rates for
GDP per Capita and Potential
Market Size during that per-
iod hi 1
TA~RT,E 8.3






1076 Proiectior 108l Proieotion
Hi Eh Modin m Lop TTi ch T.Tor) inm T,nw
Total -population 3,708.9 3.936.6 A. 471 4.418 A. 171 5.011 4.866 4. 71 1
Female population 1.828 1,036 2.100.2 2.173.1 2. ISO 9 A 6A P 2.303.c 0. 332
Potential market





S3.061 S3.875 M. 982 $4, 982 84. 082 36.377 36.377 §6.377
320.256 336,455 382.408 882.288 382.11c 3113,215 3111.530 3110.074
Remarks: 1. Sex ratios in 1976 and 1981 are s.ssumed to he similar to that of 1971.
2. Age group of 15-50 constitutes Aftpjo of the female population in 1971• This
uercertare is assumed to Do t.ho same in 1 07(3 and 1 Qpl,
3. Gross Domestic Product per Capita after 1975 is assumed to he increasing
annually in an average rate of 5.6y. This is an average rate of increase
during the period of 1968- 1974.
9.0 CONCLUSION
9.1 Basic Market Trends of Cosmetic Business
Basic market trends of the cosmetic business can be studied
from three aspects, namely production, distribution and customer.
They are summarized below:
1. Production- There is a tendency for production to be
concentrated in the hands of few larger cosmetic producers. They
have money, equipment and technical know-how. They can offer wide
product line services. So they are more powerful in competition
than a large number of small producers who produce only single line
products in Hong Kong. As a result, they are able to capture greater
shares of the market.
These large producers may manufacture products of their own
brands, or they may act as the subsidiaries or affiliates of foreign
companies and produce products of foreign brands which they get
patent right or loyalty agreement.
More and more foreign manufacturers will enter the domestic
market and import large varieties of overseas products to Hong Kong.
They will compete with the local manufacturers, and make the compe¬
tition keen.
2. Distribution- As a result of concentration in production,
there is a tendency for the manufacturers to minimize the number of
intermediates in the distribution channels. Major manufacturers
may try to maintain close relations with a small number of major
wholesalers to assure resale price maintenance. So concentration
of distribution system at the wholesale level may be common.
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On the other hand, concentration may or may not happen at
the retail level of the distribution system. If retailing is
concentrated, large number of volume and discount stores may be
formed to handle a major share of final sales, and the position
of the wholesalers in the distribution system will be weakened.
Contrarily, there may be a high possibility for the distribution
system at the retail level not to be concentrated. It may show
a high degree of fragmentation. Specialty stores and franchised
shops1 other than the retail outlets in department stores and
medicine companies may be formed to widen the distribution networks
to the customers. These new outlets which specialize in cosmetics
need not have great sizes. They may have employed only one or two
employees to carry out the business
Poor--to-door sales will be carried out in a more intensive
scale by cosmetic makers, although they may also sell through the
traditional retail outlets as well. The advantage of this door--to
-door sales is to have retail price level maintained ru ch more
easily.
lSpecialty stores carry cosmetics only and not both pharm-
aceuticals and cosmetics like the medicine companies. They may
sell cosmetic products of one or more brands. Franchised shops
are outlets of the manufacturers or sales companies. They sell
products of one brand, and are financed as well. as managed directly
by manufacturers or marketing men of the sales companies.
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3. Consumer- Cosmetics are widely accepted by people of
all nations. Heavy consumption of cosmetics by ladies is common
and there is an increasing use of cosmetics by men as ,,Tell.
Cosmetic consumers are becoming more and more sophisticated in the
price and product segmentation policies of the sellers. They may
deliberately or instantaneously group together to bargain for
their benefits. Consumerism will gradually be formed, and the
current system of sales will be subjected to increasing pressure
for change. The rise of this ideology may lead to a revision or
elimination of the current resale price maintenance system.
9.2 Cosmetic Business as an-Ever Changing Business
It needs dynamic marketing strategy
Cosmetic business is a fashion-based business. It has
short product life cycle, It has its style, quality and. price of
the products changed continuously. Any policy or plan set up for
sales promotion should be dynamic, flexible and relevant to the
changing situations. It should be under constant review and
modification to see it conductive to the changing environment.
What is considered to be important is the philosophy of adaptation
rather than the adoption and execution of old plan. Product
differentiation and market segmentation may be the methods for
them to meet the challenges.
Some sua_restions to sales people of the ten selected brands
1. Christian Dior and Coty- C. Dior and Coty are French
products. They enjoy favourable brand images in some customers'
minds but are not popular to non-French product users. They are
generally believed to be good in quality, style, product variety,
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packaging and sales service. However, they are a little bit high in
prices, and are believed to be suitable to matured adults. So the
appropriate marketing strategies for them will be to segment their
products towards adults with higher economic powers like professionals
and business executives.( These occupations are willing and able
to spend more money on products of better quality.) They should
also penetrate themselves into the consumer market of non-French
product users by extensive advertising promotions. If there is a
subjective association between brand images of products and their
places of origin in customers' minds, C. Dior and Coty should take
this advantage and emphasize on their French origins in the
advertisements. They should stress on how their brands lead the
changing styles and how their products satisfy the sophisticated
needs of the customers.
2. Revlon- Revlon enjoys favourable ratings in every
aspedt. It has good images in quality, style, packaging and sales
service. It makes special success in its market--segmentation
strategy. It differentiates its products to meet the needs of
every age group, and prices its products with reference to their
buying powers. This strategy is welcome by the users. Many of
them rate it as a brand suitable to customers of all ages and
offeri:i wide range of products for selection.
Revlon is also popular among the consumers. Very lou
percentage of respondents give no-idea response in their evaluations
on its promotional strategies. They know its advertisements and
rate them as most attractive next to Japanese brand. They
aDDreciate its packaging and sales service.
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If Revlon wants to promote or keep its sales, it should
carry on its great efforts in advertising promotion to -y-pass
that of Japanese products, and at the same time improve its
packaging and sales service.
3. Shiseido- Shiseido has good ratings in style, product
variety and packaging. It makes special success in advertising
and sales service promotions, and is rather popular among the
cosmetic users. With these successes, it still can charge its
products at relatively lower prices than other foreign brands of
cosmetics. So it has strong competitive power. However, it does
not have good quality prestige, and is generally rated as inferior
in quality to other foreign brands. So Shiseido should make quality
improvement and stress on its product development in the advertise-
ments. It should try to change the general attitude of consumers
on quality of Japanese product in general and Shiseido in particular
It should try to win consumers' confidence in the quality of its
brand. It may make special guaranty on its products.
4. Mary Quant and Avon- Mary Quant and Avon have fairly
good ratings in the evaluations, but they are not popular among the
consumers. So the appropriate w ray for them to go is to advertise.
They should make special efforts in building up their brand names
and extracting loyalty of the customers. They may make use of the
subjective better-origin-better-quality belief of the customers,
a.n stress on their foreign origins in the advertisements.
5. Fanbo- Fanbo does not have good ratings in the
evaluations. It is not popular and does not enjoy good product
prestige( including quality, style, product variety, packaging,
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attractiveness of advertisement and sales service). Many consumers
have deliberately treated it as the representative brand for
teenagers and blue collars, so its capacity to reach cosmetic users
of other occupations is limited. If Fanbo really wants to improve
its situation, it should carry out attractive and well str,? ctured.
advertising promotion. it should try to convince people of its
quality and its worthiness of the price. It has lower retail price.
So it has competitive powers What it lacks is the confidence of
consumers in the quality of Hong Kong products of which it is a
part. So it should also try hard to change its brand image by
improving its quality, sales service, style and packaging.
6. Yardley and Faberge'- Yardley and Faberge' are two
brands generally neglected by the customers. High percentages of
respondents in the sample do not have good knowledge of them. They
give no-idea responses in their answers or rate them low in the
evaluations. In order to change this awkrard situation, Yardley
and. Faberge' should stress on advertising promotions too. They
should try to improve their brand images and make their products
well known to the users.
7. T,Zaxarn/Budlet- Cosmetic is a sophisticated and luxurious
product. It is fashion-based and originates much of its style from
western societies. China stresses on saving and hardl.orki.ng as her
doctrines for growth. She rejects the practice of luxurious life,
and restricts unplanned consumption on consumer goods. Developments
of agricultural, industrial and scientific 1moi l edge and technology
are emphasized but not the production methods for luxurious consumer
goods. So her technology in sophisticated consumer goods production
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is not so advanced as other countries, and she cannot produce
luxurious consumer goods with very fine cruality#
Hong Kong ladies are sophisticated in cosmetic consumption.
They are quality-conscious. They are Willing to spend more money
on cosmetics with better quality. They prefer leading style, more
variety, good. sales service and attractive packaging. China does
not have well organized marketing strategies to promote its
cosmetic products in these areas. It makes no good effort in
advertising. This makes Maxam/Budlet a strange brand to the
cosmetic users.( High percentages of respondents give no-idea
responses when asked about their opinions on lIaxam/Budlet.
Maxam/Bullet also does not have good achievement in product
development. It is not widely accepted by the users, and her retail
business in Hong Kong is poor. It losses in the business, so it
cannot afford to launch big advertising program that needs a lot
of money in sales promotion. This makes a vicious cycle, and
finally this brand is neglected by the consumers.
TvIaxam/Bullet get poor ratings also in other aspects of
evaluation, so it does not have good brand image, It needs extra-
ordinarily great effort in advertising and product development to
change the unfavourable attitudes of consumers towards the brand.
It will be a long term, time and money consuming promotional
program for the poor attitude of customers on its brand is not
very likely to be changed in a short time. If it does not make
this progress in sales promotion, there is little hope for it to
improve its market share. It has to keep on suffering from the
loss, and to bear the heavy burden of financing the slow moving
stock and loss due to the deterioration of the unsaleable inventory.
So on the other hand, it may he a sound alternative besides having
intensive and money-consuming sales promotion for the seller of
MaxanBudlet to drop this product line and keep away from this
unprofitable business.
9.3 Cosmetic Business at the Retail Level;
Key to Success
Cosmetic business deals with buying and selling of products.
It is a retail business. It needs special technique to make
successful trade.
Professor H. Sutu, director of the Lingnan Institute of
Business Administration, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, made
good statement on the success of a retail business'. The success
of a retail business, he stated, M depends very much on the close
cooperation between employers and employees of the retail outlets
and the harmonious relationship between suppliers, distribution
members and customers. However, these favourable friendship and
relationship can only be achieved through fair dealing, adequate
compensation, sufficient training, satisfactory service, reasonable
prices and real management ability.
lprofessor H. Sutu and Mr. K. Y. Cheung, A Study of Tourist
Shopping in Hong Kong, Report to the Hong Kong Tourist Association,
Feburary 1975.( The Lingnan Institute of Business Administration,
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1975-)
The writer agrees with Professor H. Sutu m this idea.
These key points, the writer believes, besides applicable to
cosmetic business are also applicable to other retail businesses
of different natures. So he is pleased to end up his thesis with
this general but valuable statement.
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APPENDIX B
ESTIMATED LOCAL CONSUMPTION OP COSMETICS
AND GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA,
I965- 1974





16,997.8 20,084.8 23,397.1 23,216.8 31.611.3
(2)
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Sources: 1. Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics: Imports, Exports and Re-exports,
i960- 1974( Hong Kong; Government Printer)
2. Census and Statistics Department, Estimates of
Gross Domestic Product,( Hong Kong: Government
P ui n ter» 1
Remarks: 1. Estimated Local Consumption=( Imports—- Re¬
exports)+ 10% of Exports
2. Values of Gross Domestic Product per Capita are
at constant market prices of 1966.
APPENDIX G
INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS
Occupation can be defined as the kind of work normally done
by the person enumerated. The classification used in the thesis
followed closely the International Standard Classification of
Occupations laid down by the International Labour Office.
Professionals- included qualified professional architects,
engineers and surveyors, physical scientists, doctors and dentists,
marine and aviation officers and engineers, university academic
staff, qualified teachers, clergy and members of religious orders,
lawyers, accountants, qualified librarians and social welfare
workers, other qualified technologists.
Business Executives- included administrative and executive
officers in government service; consular staff; directors, managers
and working proprietors in industry, commerce, transport and
services; master farmers and fishermen.
Clerks and Salesmen- included book-keepers, cashiers,
stenographers and typists, clerks and other office workers, sales¬
men, shop assistants and hawkers.
Service Workers- included police, fire and other disciplined
services, government overseers and supervisors, domestic and hotel
staff, barbers and hairdressers, laundry workers, photographic
workers, undertakers; other service, sport and recreation workers.
Factory Workers- included foremen and supervisors in
industry, textile workers, tailors and other clothing workers;
shoe-makers and other leather workers; blacksmiths and other metal
workers; goldsmiths, jewellers and related workers; tool-makers,
fitters and machinists; radio and electrical workers; carpenters
and other wood—workers; painters, building and construction workers:
printing workers; pottery and ceramic workers; food and beverage
workers; chemical workers, tobacco workers, other craftsmen and
production workers; handling equipment operators; other unskilled
labourers•
Source: Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Population
and Housing Census, 1971 Main Report( Hong Kong:
Government Printer)
APPENDIX D
THE OPINION LEAN El
Sales people communicate with customers through advertising.
It is through this communication that characteristics of new product
is introduced and functions of old product is continually reminded
to the customers. Four types of communication media are commonly
employed by sales people in communication. They include electronic
media like television, radio; printing media like newspaper, magazine,
letter; artistic media like window-display, poster, advertisement
panel; and human media like show, exhibition, demonstration and
sales presentation.
Usually it is neither necessary nor feasible to communicate
directly with the general public. A person who is illiterate is
not able to read the advertisement of a, new electronic boiler.
However, he may know it through conversation with his friend.
Amother person who has missed the commerical panel of a new brand
of cosmetics on television may be recommended by her neighbour
during shopping. So communication in E. Katz acid Paul E. Lazarsfeld's
term is a two-steps flow process. Opinion leaders are the first
groups of people informed of sales news through mass media. They
then spread the message to the general public. They bridge the gap
in conversation between the two parties, and are part of the commun¬
ication system used by sales people in the promotion. They differ
in nature from other media previously mentioned, since they are not
deliberately employed and controlled by the sales people.
Opinion leaders are usuedly those people who are active
and fond of fashions. They are conscious of the changes of fashions.
They enjoy talking akout fashions, and like to make recommendations
on famous brands of products. It is the aim of this appendix to
reveal who they are and what they usually do. Their occupations
and general characteristics are studied in the research.
1. Ladies Enjoy Talking About Fashions
A majority of ladies( 7Ojo) said that they enjoyed talking
about fashions with their friends. It is especially true for
professionals, business executives, clerks, factory workers,
housewives and students.( See Table A)
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Remark: A low percentage for service workers does not
imply that they are not likely to be the
opinion leaders.
It will be shown in the following section that
they also like to make recommendations to others.
2. Who Make Most Of The Recommendations':
Ladies are more willing to make recommendations on famous
brands of products. When they were asked whether they would make
recommendations on five famous brands( including Revlon, C• Dior,
Shiseido, Ooty and Mary Quant), 50.8y of them said they would.
But when they were asked to make recommendations on new brands,
only a low percentage of them( 18.4$) sa,id they would do. Perhaps,
it is because cosmetic users are usually highly quality-conscious.
They know that bad quality cosmetics may have unfavourable chemical
effects on skin. So they are not willing to make recommendations
on those brands which they do not have good knowledge of the quality,
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Respondents who do not
make Recommendations
81• 6
Remark: Respondents usually restrict their recommendations to the
brands which they are using or have good knowledge of the
quality. This tendency makes average percentage of making
recommendations a little bit low in values. However, for
a popular brand like Revlon, this percentage may be as
high as 73%.
Respondents' recommendations cn five popular brands are
summarized in Table B. High percentages of respondents who are
willing to make recommendations on these brands are found in each
occupation, They reflect the presence of opinion leaders in every
occupation. These findings match with the general conclusion
( Ladies enjoy talking about fashions) made in the previous
section. It also confirms the idea of E, Katz and Paul E. Lazarsfeld
that opinion leaders are not restricted to higher-income people or
the better educated. They are spread throughout all occupations
and in various proportions.
Christian Dior, Coty, Mary Quant, .Revlon and Shiseido are
five famous brands commonly recommended by respondents. Among them
Revlon and Christian Dior can even enjoy the most favourable positions
They are widely recommended by the cosmetic users.
1. The Jobs Of Opinion Leaders
The iobs of opinion leaders can be stated as follows:
1. They spread the news of the advertisers- Out of the
80 respondents, 59( 73•Tfo) of them take recommendations by friends
and relatives as an important media, for them to know the brands of
cosmetics.( See Table 72) So opinion leaders make a good
contribution to the advertisers in spreading their message to the
general public.
2• They recommend new brands and persuade others to make
the change- Out of the 19 respondents who change brands of cosmetics
in replacement. Mine of them( 473%) are due to recommendations
made by friends, salesgirls and advertisements.( See Table 55)
The same is true to the new buyers. Out of the 80 respondents,
46.3 of them buy cosmetics for the first time simply because they
are recommended by their friends and relatives.( See Table 41)
3. They initiate an action and make it into social custom-
Sixty-two respondents take cosmetic as a good gift item to their
friends, and out of them, 40.3O do this because they know their
friends have done the same thing before. This reveals the demonstrat¬
ion effect of opinion leaders' behaviour on others' actions,
4c Who Are Easily Convinced?
Clerks, salesgirls, service workers, factory workers and
students are five occupations easily convinced by opinion leaders.
They are in some ways or another influenced by others in decision
makings. Professions, business executives and housewives do not
share similiar characteristics as the other groups, they are less-
easily-convinced by others.( See Table G)
People easily convinced by others react differently to
advertisements from those not easily convinced. So different
advertising strategies should be designed by the sales people
and addressed to different segments of the market.
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I an a second year student of The Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration, a graduate division of The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, and am preparing for a master thesis on the study of cosmetic
industry in Hong Kong. It is a marketing research on the consuming
behaviour of Chinese ladies on selected brands of cosmetics sold in
Hong Kong.
I am pleased to include in my research items your brand of
cosmetics, so would you be kind enough to send me some of your
printed materials with the enclosed envelope for reference. They
may include your product catalogues( for male and female customers),
price lists, introductory booklets, cosmetic handbooks, advertising
posters or any other relevant articles All these materials will be
kept confidential and be processed in academic study only.
Up to this moment, no academic people have ever tried to make a
comprehensive study on this prosperous industry, so I do hope my
research may make some contribution to the sales people who promote
this business in Hong Kong.
Your3 faithfully,
ChanSiu Vai, Fabian
LETTERS FROM MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
November 13, 1975
Pabian Chan,
The Lingnan Institute of Busine
Administration,





Thank you for your letter dated Nov. 3, 1975. Enclosed please fin
some of our makeup booklets for your reference.
Yours sincerely,







LETTERS FROM MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
THE ORIENTAL TRADING CO., (U.K.) LTD.









llr. Chun S.l.u .'al, banian
r' u? Li:;.::.. Institute of business A.'Lr.iinis tration
i'.xe; L. Li s 050 l;i Ivors i t• of bonr ..onrD C__„ A.. x. '1
- d -m•- I 1 y. I• A
•'— v '4-o
fear' Sir,
vi.rtlier to your letter dated November 3, we are pleased to Learn, of
your interest to undertake a hdA thesis in the cosmetic industry.
i mover, ve are unable to supply information per your request as such
-re ieeued to be of no value for an academic thesis of your nature.
vit ve '-'CiiId be pleased to discuss various relevant marketing aspects•to
of py.ir tmesis topic by personal interview.
•b. a;• e Interested to pursue tills natter, r'iea no contact the undor-
.jinr.-o1 u-ni'D- office hours.
Yours v e v trul u
i i•• v -L u• a. i i- L L'•. i• l w• i—.
Til lorn




THE LIEGHAE INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADNINISTRATION
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HOUG KONG
Shatin, New Territories
fEL. 12-6122ll Ext. 400
QUESTIONNAIRE
(For Master's Thesis Research)
Writer: Chan Siu-Vai. Fabiar
December. 1975
GUIDELINES
PLEASE answer all the questions of this questionnaire.
THE answers to these questions are given in multiple-
choice form.
PLEASE mark a tick at the appropriate answer of
each question.
YOU may tick more than one answer whenever you feel
necessary.
ADDITIOUAL comments and suggestions to each question
arc welcome.
THANK YOU!
Consumer Behaviour Study on Cosmetics
The Questionnaire
Section I: General Information
1- Do von use rnsmrt.i or?
(1) Yes (Go to Question 3)
(2) No (Go to Question 2.)
2. Please state your reasons for not using cosmetics?
(May choose more than 1 answer)
(i: Too cxpensive
(2) Too i rmihl onrii
(x Sensitive to skir
(4) Too cissy
(5) Others (Please snecifv.
(Go to Part III IV. then terminate the interview)




(U) Mm1 Dal-» OV
(5' Rouses. Face Powder
Fonri rl n h i nns
Eve make ui
(7 Others (Please specify
How long have you been using cosmetics?
Fox Years
5. When did you first buy your cosmetics?
When you were 15-19 years of age
(2) 20-24 years of age-
(3) 25-29 years of age
(4) 30-3+ years of age
(5) 35-39 years of age
(6) 40-50 years of age
6. What were the reasons for your first buy?






(5) Follow Fashion Ti'end
(6) Free samples offered
are good
(7) Others (Please specify






(( Others (Please specify)










8. Since then have you changed your brand?
(1) Yes (a' No
9. That is your 'present brand?
(Show Card 1: Brand names and originality)
Please insert the appropriate number_
(29)
30)-(3l)
10, How often do you buy your cosmetics?
1 time 1 time
1 tine 1 h i ino per per



















(1) (2) (3) (9) (5) (6) (32)-(36)
11. Do vou finish vour cosmetics first before vou buv another one?




Rouges, Face Powder Foundations
Eye make up (37)-(i+l)
12. Do you keep your old brand in replacement?
(I) Y e n (Go to part a)
(2: No (Go to part b)











(0 I look better with
this brand
(10: I simply like this brand
(11 Others (Specify) (3)-(53)










(9: Curiosity to try new
hranrl





7hy do you use cosmetics?
(Mriv choosfi more than 1 answer)
1Ai v-
I V V 1 47
11
rH f-rUa« tivinfnonf.V V









On what occasions do you use cosmetics?













How much do you spend on cosmetics? (Monthly Average
Very few, about 1% of my monthly salary
2-55 of my monthly salary
6-10% of my monthly salary
11-15 of my monthly salary
Over 15 of my monthly salary
Slogans in cosmetic advertisements are promising. Do you
hol i ovo in uVinf. fhnv




- Coty makes you more of a woman, mori
honest, more open and less helpless,
- Revlon gives your skin more life
than you ever thought moke up could
- Amway's cosmetics have passed skin








2. Franco, U.S.A., United Kingdom (U.K.), Japan, Hong Kong and
China sell cosmetics in local market. Based on your idea,
please- rate the following characteristics by using numbers
from 1 (representing the highest end) to 6 (representing the
1 rvw r:+• anHI•.
France U.S.A. U.K. Japan H.K. China
n_ Onn1 i 4~ r 品 皙 好
b. Price 僧 俗 低
r» SnrTn ra ~f r oncf omor
M toil IJKf
d. Effort in advertin-
1117!“ I1
c. V mi r rar». j P, iron»—
⑶ 下 对 此 等 逄 品 之 喜 愛
3. He-re arc people of different occupations, please indicate 請 猫 想
O_V'Vi T nil r O f Vima r -rr mi fin' nlr n r-a Aocmrifa r»r? mrcf 9誰 多 用 化 粧 品




















b. Which of them do you think choose better cosmetics
(Plpaso nhnn.70 the t.rvn 誰 能 作




















































What brands do you think they likely use'
(Show Card 2: The selected brands)
， 此 等 人 仕 似 用 何










Do you consider Packaging when you buy?
Y o s No Both
Do you buy- cosmetics in a-pack form or piece by piece?
Pack form (set) Piece by piece
Do you use cosmetics of different brands at the same time?
Yes (Go to part a)
No (Go to part b




Some brands r.iay not have certain types
of cosmetics
Easier to get what I need
Others (Please specify)( Varieties)
If your answer is No, please- tick V for you:
reason(s):
Hay have bad chemical reaction
My skin is sensitive to some other branc
I look better with it
It is my habit
Others (Please specify)
Do you find yourself sometimes buying a cosmetic item (e.g. a
bottle of perfume) for no other reason than its attractive
packaging?
Yes No
If this item is a new (strange) brand, will you buy it?
Yes No




















7ithin which price range would you like to buy this new item?



















(1) (2) (3) (A) (3) (6)i
( Go to Part( 3) question 1
V.'ill you buy this new item if it offers you the follows?







Part (B)- Price (Addition)




An Eye Make Up
Below 110 110-;20 1,21-lEO IE1-140 Over lAO
(1) (2) (3) (A) (5)
Items
A bottle of Perfume
A bottle of Cologne














(1) (2) (3) (A) (5) (6
Part (C)- Place (Addition.
Chore do you usually buy your cosmetics?



















T -r» 4-( Pi Dvonnf-i rn f A .4 r4 4 4 i rvn
1. Hero is a list of ton brands of cosmetics. Please indicate
bov; wpI 1 nrn von infnmod nhout. oar:h:..
(i)
Yerv well



























2. Please indicate through what media are you informed of










(7 Ardv-rb4 .cromitrtf P.nna
cr Introduction by
Sales girls
(9 Recommendation by Friendi
R- Tfplnti vps
fin Others (Specify (7l)-(80
5. Rnsod on vour idnn. tiIpaap pvnlnpf-.p
n Tin ri 4 v mini i f• COfb
















Revlon iS P (§5
Mary Quant Ij§ [i
Yardley fa
Shiseido
t-v v bf 5?-i'anbo jrfM.
MaxanBudle t
0k D W r£ ft
(5)-(lzf)
b. Their -nackarrinn: 〈 裝 瑶
(1) V n r v (?.) (3) CO (5)'
luxuriou G

















Shinoi do 窗 生 堂
芬 过
ft.l r yy 1 -3 1 -f1 111 1-
7
c Their product variety 〔 品 独 多 錄 ， 商 品 多 樣 化v W'' 9' J« N— f
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
A lot of Many Just Enough li-s«•T No Ide








Povl or 路 犟
Tv; rnr Pi inn I 15,
Yn rd 1 o1 月 超
Shiseie
TTnn1-w ；义控
MnvnmTYii (J 1 n
美 加 淨 ， 蓓 公
d. Their style (9 、？ 7I
頜 道泌！流 齒新潮流 公妨梳不 公激；；















F.n bora ， 花 碧 支
TD -r
P-nvar Ona …“上 1




















I f J y-s%- l (T5)-(5
f Q 1~ C,xvnyw
'f Wrf £1 fVx] hfe};
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V~, -n ]i. l
h. The attractiveness of their advertisements f$ (71


















i. Their suitability to customers of different age groups
» lJ ff A Hit a ii
(1) Teenagers (2) Young Adult (3) Adult











A Please rate your preference on these brands by using numbers
(from 1, 2, 3•••.. up- t-cO) representing your order of choices.



















3. Will you recommend these brands to your friends, relatives and
colleagues?










MaxanBu'dl e t (35)-(1+i+)
6. Do you find cosmetic a good gift item to friends of same sex?
(l'
(?)
Von (Go to part a)
Mn (Go to part b) C+3)




(V: A lot of varieties to choose
(h: Cosmetics are luxurious gift items
(3) You learned your friends had used them as
mi ft items.
(6) Others (Please specify) (6)-(5l)
b. If your answer- is No, please tick V for your
reason(s):
(1) Expensive
(?) Have other better gift items
(t.) May not suit my friend' s skii
(U) Everyone has herhis own likes and dislikes,
it is difficult to select the right cosmetics
CY May. give a false idea that I regard herhin
as not prettyhandsome
(6) Others (Please specify) (52)-(57)
7. Is cosmetic also a good gift item to friends of opposite sex?
(I Yes (2) No (38)
Section III: Reference Data
In thih section there are a number of questions about daily activities
and attitudes. There are no right and wrong answers. They reflect your
idea only. Please fv,el free to tell me your answers by ticking V
the appropriate spaces.
1. Do you aTree that Beauty-Loving is
a human nature which is true for
lady h a.an?
2. Do you agree that foreign product
is hotter than Hong Kong and China
product?
3 Do you agree that high price
product has high quality?
4. Do you agree that rich people
choose better than others?
5. Do you agree that cosmetics have
i logic power?
6. Do you like at t6$cii ng formal party?
7. Do you like luxurious and exciting
life?
8. Do you like playing najong?
9. Do you like wearing fashion dress?
10. Do you enjoy talking with your
friends about fashions?
11. Do you enjoy shopping?
12. Do you admire the life of movie
T.V. stars?
13. Do you find yourself have a lot of
fre time you do not know how to
spend?
14. Do you have pleasant feeling when
someone admire your beauty?
15. Do you agree that a lady plays
more attention to your make up
than a man?
16. Do you feel embrassed when a young
man looks at you attentively as
you pass by on a street?
17• Do you feel happy with your life
in Hong Kong?
18. Do you think next year is 'going
to bo better for your than this
year?
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Time of Interview: Berlin End
District where interview took place:
District where respondent lives:
Questionnaire Number:







(G) More about French
Perfume
1. Christian Dior JjR
2. Coty
3« Dorothy Gray
A. Est6e Lauder $£t;u ,!M] M
5. Frances Denney
6. Guerlain ff $j
7. Lancaster jgj ft
8. Lancome
9• Amvvay
10. Avon jj$: -)f




15. Dubarry |i I
16. Elizabeth Arden ffi HSft
17. Innoxa )M ffi




22. Shiseido £f Afr
23- Fanbo
2A. MaxamBudlct 777
25. Cabochard H jef
26. Calandre, Pace Rabanne
27. Caleche, Herm4s
28. Chanel No. 2No.j9
29. Fidji
30. A7II Jaca Randa
31. Joy, Jean Pat on
32. Madame Rochas |?ji A A.









3. Fabergi -ti a J
Avon MJT
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1香
港
市
面
所
售
選
樣
牌
子
化
妝
品
之
消
費
者
行
為
研
究
(
珨
)
導
言
高
劍
贈
俠
士
，
紅
粉
贈
佳
人
；
自
古
以
來
，
紅
粉
與
佳
人
就
是
兩
個
相
連
的
詞
語
，
互
相
輝
映
，
顯
示
著
化
妝
品
對
女
仕
的
重
要
性
。化
妝
品
的
起
源
，
已
無
從
稽
考
，
據
一
般
專
家
估
計
，
當
在
公
元
前
一
千
多
年
的
中
國
和
埃
及
兩
個
東
方
古
國
。
當
時
的
部
落
民
族
已
懂
得
使
用
化
妝
品
；
考
其
原
因
，
除
了
用
於
消
除
體
臭
、
保
持
身
體
清
潔
和
吸
引
異
性
外
，
還
用
以
劃
分
階
級
，
表
現
藝
術
創
作
天
才
，
以
及
在
戰
爭
期
間
，
顯
示
個
人
英
勇
以
威
嚇
敵
人
。
2此
後
，
化
妝
品
便
為
各
時
代
、
各
民
族
和
採
用
，
至
拿
破
崙
一
世
時
，
更
進
而
正
式
投
入
工
業
生
產
，
以
滿
足
愛
好
者
不
斷
增
加
的
需
求
。
(
二
)
論
文
主
旨
及
分
析
方
法
化
妝
品
工
業
為
一
門
極
其
複
雜
的
工
業
，
作
者
希
望
以
論
文
的
有
限
篇
幅
，
就
較
為
客
觀
和
全
面
的
方
法
，
進
行
分
析
和
研
究
香
港
化
妝
品
工
業
的
一
般
情
況
。
研
究
內
容
包
括
：
香
港
化
妝
品
工
業
的
進
出
口
貿
易
，
工
業
建
設
，
工
人
就
業
數
量
，
購
買
者
的
消
費
者
形
式
和
顧
客
對
十
種
選
樣
牌
子
化
妝
品
所
行
銷
售
策
略
的
意
見
。
希
望
藉
此
評
定
各
種
牌
子
的
競
爭
力
量
，
進
而
預
測
化
妝
品
3工
業
的
未
來
展
望
，
以
便
提
供
有
效
而
可
行
的
擴
展
市
場
方
法
。
STRATIFIED
SAM
PLING
TECHNIQUE
種
不
同
職
業
的
婦
女
中
，
選
出
八
十
位
年
齡
在
十
五
至
五
十
歲
間
的
化
妝
品
消
費
者
進
行
訪
問
和
研
究
，
所
得
資
料
譯
成
電
腦
語
言
，
輸
入
電
腦
進
行
分
析
。
所
得
結
果
，
集
成
圖
表
，
附
入
論
文
有
關
各
段
，
以
支
持
作
者
之
言
論
，
舊
作
為
讀
者
之
參
考
資
料
。
(
三
)
化
妝
品
工
業
概
況
根
據
工
人
就
業
與
工
業
建
設
數
目
所
示
，
化
妝
品
工
業
在
香
港
仍
然
是
一
門
發
展
中
的
工
業
，
規
模
尚
小
，
不
像
其
他
重
要
出
口
工
業
（
如
紡
織
，
成
衣
製
造
，
塑
膠
，
玩
具
及
電
子
工
業
等
）
4，
為
香
港
賺
取
大
量
外
匯
。
反
之
，
它
的
貿
易
逆
差
甚
為
龐
大
，
在
過
去
十
年
中
，
逆
差
金
額
由
一
千
五
百
多
萬
元
增
至
六
千
八
百
36%口
及
轉
口
貿
易
數
量
，
亦
作
大
幅
度
的
迅
速
增
長
，
顯
示
化
妝
品
工
業
的
不
斷
擴
張
。
香
港
地
少
人
多
，
人
口
集
中
，
國
民
生
產
力
強
，
消
費
力
高
，
是
一
個
極
具
潛
力
的
消
費
市
場
。
無
論
本
地
商
戶
或
是
外
國
廠
家
，
都
垂
涎
這
一
個
市
場
，
極
力
採
取
主
動
來
推
銷
貨
品
，
以
爭
取
更
多
顧
客
，
因
而
市
場
競
爭
異
常
激
烈
。
據
一
位
從
事
化
妝
品
之
方
先
生
稱
：
化
妝
品
行
業
是
一
門
極
具
競
爭
性
的
行
5業
，
雖
然
毛
利
G
ross
m
argin
相
當
豐
厚
，
但
由
於
廠
商
需
要
大
量
金
錢
投
資
於
產
品
宣
傳
、
包
裝
及
品
質
改
良
，
使
生
產
成
本
大
大
增
加
，
而
純
利
潤
收
入
則
相
應
減
少
，
其
數
量
祇
在
零
售
價
格
百
分
之
二
十
左
右
，
較
其
他
重
要
工
業
所
能
賺
取
之
利
潤
率
為
低
。
化
妝
品
消
費
市
場
的
規
模
，
可
從
用
戶
的
消
費
數
量
反
映
出
來
。
自
一
九
六
五
年
起
，
消
費
數
量
不
斷
增
加
，
從
一
千
七
百
多
萬
元
增
至
七
四
年
之
七
千
四
百
多
萬
元
，
平
均
每
年
增
長
率
為
33%
左
右
。
(
四
)
購
買
者
之
消
費
形
式
6購
買
者
的
消
費
形
式
，
既
複
雜
而
及
多
樣
化
，
受
年
齡
、
職
業
、
教
育
、
經
濟
及
社
會
環
境
等
因
素
所
影
響
。
而
初
用
者
與
經
常
使
用
者
在
消
費
原
因
、
消
費
環
境
、
購
買
頻
率
、
採
購
數
量
、
選
用
品
種
和
牌
子
等
方
面
又
截
然
不
同
。
大
致
來
說
，
初
試
者
的
消
費
形
式
較
為
善
變
和
主
觀
，
而
經
常
使
用
者
則
較
為
穩
定
和
客
觀
。
（
五
）
消
費
者
的
心
理
消
費
者
的
心
理
甚
為
複
雜
，
而
且
帶
有
主
觀
，
然
而
並
非
難
於
瞭
解
。
大
體
而
言
，
可
從
消
費
者
對
某
種
牌
子
化
妝
品
之
特
別
傾
慕
，
及
對
化
妝
品
符
號
功
能
之
認
知
能
力
兩
方
面
反
映
出
來
：
7
()brand
loyalty
試
者
之
消
費
形
式
最
為
善
變
，
為
求
適
合
個
人
之
特
別
需
要
，
不
惜
經
常
試
用
各
種
不
同
牌
子
的
產
品
，
直
至
遇
上
一
種
較
為
稱
心
的
牌
子
才
穩
定
下
來
。
經
過
多
次
試
用
，
遂
產
生
了
一
種
特
別
傾
慕
的
心
情
，
影
響
所
及
，
不
單
對
此
等
牌
子
化
妝
品
有
著
強
烈
的
擁
護
心
理
，
而
且
還
會
主
觀
地
摒
棄
嘗
試
其
他
牌
子
產
品
的
機
會
。
再
者
，
一
個
消
費
者
並
不
必
要
祇
對
一
個
牌
子
化
妝
品
產
生
傾
慕
之
情
，
她
可
以
同
時
對
一
種
以
上
的
牌
子
表
示
傾
慕
；
而
且
她
也
不
必
永
遠
忠
於
一
個
牌
子
，
她
可
以
因
品
質
、
好
奇
心
、
習
慣
、
個
人
嗜
好
或
其
他
原
因
，
轉
換
牌
子
。
8()symbolic
functions
of
co
sm
etics
－
化
妝
品
除
了
有
美
化
皮
膚
、
保
護
身
體
、
表
現
個
人
特
質
和
劃
分
階
級
等
功
能
外
，
更
具
備
顯
示
年
齡
、
職
業
、
消
費
能
力
及
選
擇
技
巧
等
符
號
功
能
。
消
費
者
有
一
明
顯
傾
向
，
即
喜
歡
主
觀
地
把
年
齡
、
職
業
、
消
費
能
力
或
選
擇
技
巧
與
不
同
牌
子
化
妝
品
連
在
一
起
，
認
為
可
以
從
選
用
的
牌
子
中
看
出
年
齡
、
職
業
、
消
費
能
力
及
選
擇
技
巧
。
（
六
）
消
費
者
對
外
國
入
口
及
本
地
生
產
化
妝
品
的
一
般
意
見
消
費
者
對
進
口
化
妝
品
普
遍
都
有
特
殊
好
感
，
認
為
無
論
在
品
質
、
服
務
及
宣
傳
方
面
，
都
比
香
港
和
中
國
產
品
佳
，
雖
然
定
9價
較
高
，
仍
覺
值
得
。
而
外
來
貨
中
，
其
珍
貴
程
度
當
首
推
法
國
產
品
，
其
次
是
美
國
、
英
國
及
日
本
。
法
國
貨
以
品
質
取
勝
，
而
日
本
貨
則
以
服
務
及
宣
傳
見
稱
；
致
於
英
、
美
產
品
則
相
當
平
穩
，
在
品
質
、
服
務
及
宣
傳
方
面
都
有
良
好
表
現
。
（
七
）
消
費
者
對
十
種
選
樣
牌
子
化
妝
品
現
行
市
場
策
略
的
意
見
市
面
所
售
化
妝
品
，
牌
子
不
下
數
百
種
，
實
無
法
一
一
論
述
，
故
特
選
其
中
較
具
代
表
性
的
十
種
牌
子
作
為
研
究
對
象
。
其
中
包
括
不
同
國
家
的
產
品
，
施
行
不
同
的
市
場
策
略
，
有
著
不
同
的
銷
售
記
錄
；
如
法
國
之
蒂
婀
，
高
地
與
花
碧
芝
，
美
國
之
雅
藝
與
露
華
濃
，
英
國
之
瑪
麗
關
與
月
麗
，
日
本
之
資
生
堂
，
香
港
之
芬
10
寶
，
及
中
國
之
美
加
淨
／
蓓
蕾
。
研
究
範
圍
包
括
消
費
者
對
十
種
選
樣
牌
子
化
妝
品
之
認
識
，
及
對
此
等
牌
子
化
妝
品
現
行
商
品
策
略
，
價
格
策
略
及
拓
展
策
略
之
意
見
。
玆
分
析
各
點
如
下
：
(
樅
)
消
費
者
對
十
種
選
樣
牌
子
化
妝
品
之
認
識
－
通
過
電
影
、
電
允
、
電
台
廣
播
、
雜
誌
、
報
章
及
櫥
窗
設
計
等
重
要
廣
告
媒
介
，
消
費
者
對
於
市
面
所
售
牌
子
化
妝
品
都
有
機
會
加
以
認
識
，
其
中
以
露
華
濃
最
對
著
名
，
其
次
是
資
生
堂
、
瑪
麗
關
、
蒂
婀
及
高
地
；
至
於
雅
藝
、
月
麗
、
芬
寶
、
花
碧
芝
及
美
加
淨
／
蓓
蕾
，
消
費
者
對
之
甚
為
陌
生
，
其
原
因
可
能
由
於
此
等
牌
子
化
妝
品
未
能
作
出
足
夠
之
廣
告
宣
傳
。
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(
乙
)
消
費
者
對
商
品
策
略
之
意
思
－
若
以
品
質
、
款
式
、
包
裝
及
商
品
多
樣
性
作
一
比
較
，
進
口
貨
品
一
般
比
香
港
及
中
國
貨
佔
優
；
其
中
又
以
法
國
之
蒂
婀
及
美
國
之
露
華
濃
最
為
特
出
，
在
消
費
者
之
評
價
中
高
據
首
位
。
日
本
產
品
如
資
生
堂
，
雖
無
美
、
法
產
品
的
優
良
品
質
聲
譽
，
但
在
款
式
創
作
、
包
裝
設
計
及
商
品
多
樣
性
方
面
之
成
就
，
卻
深
受
消
費
者
歡
迎
，
屢
獲
讚
賞
。
（
丙
）
消
費
者
對
價
格
策
略
之
意
見
－
進
口
貨
品
價
格
一
般
都
比
本
地
及
中
國
貨
為
高
，
其
中
以
法
國
之
蒂
婀
及
美
國
之
露
華
濃
最
為
昂
貴
，
其
次
是
日
本
之
資
生
堂
，
英
國
之
瑪
麗
關
與
月
麗
及
其
他
美
、
法
產
品
。
為
求
個
人
滿
足
，
消
費
者
都
願
意
付
出
較
高
價
12
格
，
至
於
實
際
花
費
額
，
則
視
個
人
經
濟
能
力
而
定
。
（
丁
）
消
費
者
對
拓
展
策
略
之
意
見
－
蒂
婀
、
高
地
與
露
華
濃
有
較
為
完
備
之
扣
展
策
略
，
無
論
在
廣
告
設
計
成
顧
客
服
務
方
面
都
有
良
好
表
現
，
備
受
消
費
者
歡
迎
。
資
生
堂
為
日
本
產
品
，
雖
然
不
以
優
良
品
質
著
稱
，
但
在
廣
告
設
計
及
顧
客
服
務
方
面
卻
深
受
讚
賞
。
瑪
麗
關
與
雅
藝
未
能
如
上
述
牌
子
一
樣
受
到
特
別
嘉
許
，
但
在
顧
客
心
目
中
亦
留
下
良
好
印
象
。
反
之
，
芬
寶
、
月
麗
、
花
碧
芝
及
美
加
淨
／
蓓
蕾
，
由
於
缺
乏
週
詳
之
拓
展
計
劃
，
聲
譽
多
不
如
理
想
，
客
易
為
顧
客
所
忽
略
。
（
八
）
市
場
潛
力
與
銷
量
預
測
13
化
妝
品
消
費
市
場
之
巨
大
潛
力
，
可
從
下
面
三
種
因
素
反
映
出
來
：
ㄗ
樅
ㄘ
購
買
者
的
消
費
形
式
－
一
般
女
仕
旨
為
化
妝
品
之
嗜
好
者
，
願
意
花
費
金
錢
，
購
買
多
種
化
妝
香
品
；
而
且
，
為
著
追
上
潮
流
，
不
怕
頻
頻
採
購
，
往
往
未
待
用
完
原
有
化
妝
品
便
增
添
新
出
產
品
。
除
此
之
外
，
一
般
消
費
者
更
喜
歡
以
化
妝
品
當
作
禮
物
，
互
相
餽
贈
。
這
些
消
費
形
式
是
以
反
映
出
化
妝
品
消
費
市
場
的
巨
中
潛
力
。
G
ross
N
ational
D
om
estic
Product
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G
ross
N
ational/Dom
estic
Product
Per
Capita
人
的
生
活
水
準
及
購
買
能
力
。
過
去
七
年
，
香
港
的
每
人
國
民
生
5.6%
活
水
準
及
購
買
能
力
的
不
斷
改
善
；
此
種
增
長
趨
勢
，
在
未
來
數
年
內
，
當
可
持
續
，
顯
示
未
來
消
費
市
場
之
潛
力
。
（
丙
）
人
品
的
不
斷
增
長
－
人
口
不
斷
增
長
可
稱
為
第
三
種
反
映
消
費
市
場
潛
力
之
重
要
因
素
，
也
決
定
了
消
費
市
場
規
模
、
特
徵
和
組
織
。
據
香
港
人
口
調
查
及
統
計
處
估
計
，
香
港
人
口
在
未
來
六
年
內
仍
會
不
斷
增
加
，
至
一
九
八
一
年
止
，
全
港
人
口
會
達
四
百
八
十
萬
之
巨
，
而
十
五
至
五
十
歲
之
婦
女
人
數
，
將
達
一
百
15
一
十
五
萬
；
這
些
婦
女
正
值
嗜
好
化
妝
品
的
年
齡
，
成
為
化
妝
品
消
費
市
場
之
可
能
可
戶
，
當
能
提
供
巨
大
之
購
買
潛
力
。
作
者
曾
就
每
人
國
民
生
產
毛
額
之
演
變
情
況
及
全
港
人
口
增
長
之
趨
勢
進
行
分
析
和
預
測
，
估
計
一
九
七
六
年
與
一
九
八
一
年
兩
年
之
化
妝
品
可
能
銷
售
數
量
分
別
為
八
千
二
百
萬
元
與
一
億
一
十
一
百
萬
元
。
（
九
）
總
結
全
文
總
結
可
從
兩
方
面
分
述
：
-1.
ㄗ
眣
ㄘ
種
強
烈
的
集
中
趨
勢
，
集
中
在
少
數
具
備
先
進
生
產
技
術
及
優
良
16
設
備
的
大
廠
商
手
裏
；
他
們
有
財
有
勢
，
能
夠
以
較
低
成
本
大
量
2品
分
配
系
統
方
面
，
由
於
生
產
的
高
度
集
中
。
少
數
大
型
生
產
者
極
有
可
能
摒
除
分
配
系
統
中
的
中
間
份
子
，
直
接
與
少
數
大
規
模
代
理
商
聯
繫
，
以
便
穩
定
零
售
價
格
，
使
分
配
系
統
在
代
理
層
面
上
更
為
集
中
。
在
零
售
層
面
上
，
分
配
系
統
有
兩
種
明
顯
的
可
能
趨
勢
：
若
轉
向
集
中
，
則
折
扣
店
與
薄
利
多
銷
店
將
會
大
量
出
現
，
佔
有
大
部
份
消
費
市
場
；
若
趨
向
分
散
，
則
專
門
店
與
專
利
店
便
會
相
繼
出
現
，
專
門
銷
售
特
定
牌
子
的
化
妝
品
。
至
於
上
門
直
接
推
銷
之
方
法
亦
會
普
遍
採
用
，
以
便
穩
定
零
售
價
格
，
保
持
一
17
3.趨
勢
；
化
妝
品
不
再
為
女
仕
所
專
用
，
而
開
始
逐
漸
為
男
仕
所
歡
迎
。
經
過
長
期
之
消
費
經
驗
，
消
費
者
為
保
護
本
身
利
益
，
開
始
對
廠
商
所
定
之
價
格
及
銷
售
策
略
表
示
關
注
。
形
成
一
種
強
烈
的
消
費
者
意
識
，
是
以
影
響
廠
商
所
定
之
策
略
。
（
乙
）
化
妝
品
工
業
之
有
效
市
場
策
略
－
化
妝
品
工
業
為
一
瞬
息
萬
變
之
複
雜
工
業
，
其
成
功
因
素
有
賴
於
保
持
原
料
供
應
商
、
產
品
製
造
商
、
商
品
分
銷
成
員
及
消
費
者
（
顧
客
）
四
方
面
之
和
諧
關
係
。
成
功
策
略
不
在
於
如
何
推
行
舊
有
計
劃
，
而
在
於
如
何
改
善
現
有
計
劃
以
適
應
外
在
環
境
之
需
要
。
商
品
多
樣
化
、
市
場
分
銷
法
18
、
以
及
一
套
完
善
的
拓
展
及
宣
傳
計
劃
，
似
乎
是
廠
商
應
付
外
界
環
境
挑
戰
的
一
些
有
效
方
法
。


